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letter from president moore
think about it
Think about what you are here tor.
An education you say? And what Is an education?
So you have your IBM card that tells you where you will
be and what you will be doing for about 16 hours a week.
And you know that If you prove to have at least average
competence In those four or five courses you will be around
in January to get another IBM card with another list of
courses.
And so the cycle repeats Itself for about four years. And"
you can graduate. And for all practical purposes you will
be considered "educated."
But there's more to receiving an education than taking
lecture notes and outlining book chapters. You are in an
ideal situation to learn more about the most beneficial
knowledge you can acquire -- yourself.
Whatever you learn from classes and textbooks Is all
well and good. It's necessary and worthwhile. But it's
what other people tell you, not what you can discover or
learn for yourself.
That's where the sense of accomplishment comes in.
If you are serious about getting an education here, don't
limit yourself to just what is required of you In class. Try
things. Meet people. Get interested. Get Involved and get
it together.
This special edition of the News was published to help
familiarize you, an Incoming freshman student, with the
University community as a way of life.
Think about a total education. That's why you're here.

the riot act
The Ohio Legislature passed Into law this summer Bill
1219, or the "riot act." The reasons are obvious to anyone
who was not among the walking dead last spring.
At a later date, The News will attempt to further explain
the bill and gauge Its Impact.
But it is apparent that the bill is another attempt to gag
the sick person so no one hears the cough.
In the summer hearings, It was stressed repeatedly by
students, faculty and administrators how the problems of
society and the campus are Interrelated, and a cure for
campus unrest must be a cure for a society as well.
But due to the violent actions of a few, fear won out over
reason and the riot act was the result.
So we have bill 1219, born more out of fear than logic,
that allows for the suspension of students not through
normal judicial action, or even the University administration, but by a one-man referee appointed by the
Board of Regents.
Also enacted this summer was a bill providing for a
cutback or termination of funds to a state university closed
in mid-term. If an Institution Is closed one week out of a
yearly total of 33 weeks, It gets one-thirty-third less than
the regular sum of state funds It receives.
This bill appears to be another move to tie administrators hands and Inhibit their freedom of action at
times when the freedom to act without worrying about the
budget may save lives and property.
A point for the citizens of Ohio and the legislators
to remember is the limits of legislation.
Legislation didn't stop arsonists at Wisconsin. It won't
cure frustration of the kind felt by many of the country's
youth.
And if enough students decide they want to shut a
university down, no legislation will keep it open.

Dear Studenta:
This opportunity to say "welcome" via the BG Newi I appreciate.
Although it's only a substitute for the greeting I would prefer to give In
person, It la appropriate to use the BG News, because It is the most important communications link in the University. I am hopeful that we can
together continue to maintain an effective and sensitive communications
system both informally and within the governing structure of the
University.
The coming year Is a noteworthy one: congressional elections In
November, renewed concern of Americans everywhere to bring the Indochina war to a close as quickly as feasible, and continued efforts to
bring a heightened sense of relevance to the University curriculum.
These conditions potentially can bring tension to campus as well as to
dty, but If we are wise enough and have sufficient mutual trust, they can
instead give us renewed opportunity to build further the excellent
reputation this university achieved last spring.
More than that, I hope that administrators, (acuity and students can
achieve a grace under pressure that wUJ make our pursuits serious but
not solemn. I deeply regret that a kind of grimness has settled over the

Heckwith University opened its doors
I for the fall semester last week. And, as
I soon as the last student had entered, It
■ promptly and carefully locked them
I (gain.
The university is the pilot project in a
| program designed to insure campus
I peace and yet allow colleges to fulfill
| their role in society.
The role of colleges in society was
I defined in a widely overlooked report last
I May by a Presidential Study Commission
l(No. 3416-A). The basic premise of the
I report was one long secretly held by
|psrents and educators alike:
At the age of 17, all teen agers turn
I rotten.
On the bright side, however, the
|report cited voluminous statistics
: that the most rotten teen agers
|(M.7 per cent rehabilitate themselves to
responsible adults at about the
lefftt.
With these facts finally out In the
the historic role of the university
sme abundantly clear:
"It Is a place," as the report put it, "to
i rotten teen agers until they grow
"For years, said the commisaion'i
airman, Dr. F. WoUard Phrigge, "the
■vanity fulfilled its role by providing
with pleasant aurroundings in

HoUisA. Moore.Jr.
President

on "knocking the college student"
By Jim Smith
Editor
One of the more popular games In
political circles these days is "Knock the
College Student."
It's fairly simple to play...just wind up
and toss out as many trite verbose
cliches you can think of. The candidate
who snares the most endorsements from
the Daughters of the American
Revolution is the winner.
As Is the case with many so-called
campaign issues in an election year the
question of college students in general
and campus disorders in particular Is
discussed more through emotional
rhetoric designed to get votes that
through intelligent discourse designed to
get answers to problems.
It is impossible to classify college
students under a singular generalized
heading.

But if one word more than any could
be used to describe the climate on the
nation's campuses it would have to be
"concerned."
Many citizens unfortunately saw only
the violence in universities last spring.
This was apparently the case with Ohio
legislators, who rammed through a hard
nosed, sock-lt-to-'em campus riot bill in
(he wake of the unrest.
Had they bothered to look past the
hard core radicals in front of the
television cameras, they would have seen
an atmosphere of honest concern on the
campus scene...concern about the course
of America's Indochina policy; concern
about domestic problems such as race
relations and poverty; and, probably
most evident, concern for six fellow
students who were senselessly killed In
early May.
Many who took note of the multitude
of peaceful rallies, demonstrations, and

news
Lerrers

protests that swept the country in the
apring (but were largely ignored by the
media), shook their heads and grumbled
that the country was in dire need of some
good old-fashioned patriotism.
What too many people failed to
comprehend was that they were witness
to a different-and perhaps more important-type of patriotism.
This patriotism wasn't a muddled
mixture of waving flags, singing folk
ballads of America's greatness, and
shouting "My country, right or wrong!"
This is blind patriotism, characterized by a love of country that blots out
any realization of her faults.
The patriotism evidenced last spring
in rallies on college campuses, on state
capitol steps, and in a Washington, D. C.
park, stemmed from a concern by
college students over the direction their
country was taking.
It can't be denied that radical
elements were present, and that they had
few thoughts of bettering anything.
They're still around.
But, the larger element-the one most
prevelent-consists of average American
students from average American
families in average American communities.

With all the publicity and newly expressed concern for environmental
problems, why don't we take another
look at the recent actions of our
University business administration?
I am referring to the decision to use
paper dishes and plastic utensils In the
new Cardinal Room Snack Bar.
Why must we be forced to use
wasteful disposable paper products instead of tie re-usable chinaware like that

surprisingly enough the new program
has seemed to instill a spark of the old
school spirit In the student body.
"Listen," he said, "you can hear them
now, clanging on the bars In their cell
blocks, chanting the old Hickwith U
yeaHe said the program had been hailed
by Governors, Senators and public
figures across the nation. But the real
measure of Its success in meeting
society's needs was the fact that the
university has been swamped by applications for admission.
"From students?" he wss asked.
"No, for students," he said. "From
parents."

They were brought up pledging
allegiance every morning at school,
singing the Star Spangled Banner at
football games, and putting out the flag
on the Fourth of July. Just like their
parents.
Once they emerged from their shells
and looked around for themselves,
however, they saw some things they
didn't like, and tried to find ways to
change them.
They bcrrowed-or at least believed In
the philosophy of-the line that the late
Sen. Robert Kennedy used so frequently
in his final campaign (which he had
borrowed from George Bernard Shaw):
"Some men see things as they are and
say, 'Why?' I dream things that never
were and say, 'Why not?"
This perhaps classlfies-as best as is
humanly possible-something that cannot
in reality be classified...today's young
people.
It is not a destruction of American
that the majority of them seek; it is a
construction of a better society in which
to live...one free from war, poverty, and
hatred.
Idealism? Perhaps. But this type of
thinking in itself may be their greatest
virtue.

T>ie BG news
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ecological concern

the only way to campus peace
which to kick balls, yell yells, swallow
goldfish, overturn streetcars and attempt to get passing grades in useless
subjects.
"Unfortunately, as our society has
grown more affluent, our teen agers have
grown more rotten. Today, such pursuits
no longer pacify them. Hence, campus
riots."
But once the university's function
was, for the first time, clearly defined, it
became a simple matter to design a
program that would more adequately
meet society's needs.
At Heckwith
University, President Hobart F. K
Frobart, said that thus far "all factions
are most pleased" with the results.
"For several years," he said,
"students have riotously protested being
forced to take useless subjects. To meet
heir objections, we aren't teaching them
anything.
"This in turn has relieved the faculty
from the hateful toll of trying to Impart
useless knowledge to bored students.
The faculty Is now free instead to pursue
useless Information all day long - which
Is what faculties dearly love to do most
"As for the Administration, I can say
Siat thanks to our rebuilding program
hare at Heckwith University, we have
achieved the most cherished goal of
university administrators everywhere:
maiimiTi security."
Dr. Frobart, known affectionately to
Us charies as "Warden," said that

Sincerely yours,

opinion

-our man hoppe-

By Arthur Hoppe
National Columnist

campuses of America. There are ample reasons for this grimness, but
the quality of life on campus inevitably suffers. Living in the University
community should be rewarding enough to all of us that we can avoid a
feeling of tension and still each make his own personal contribution to the
solution of major societal ills.
Too many Americans, young and old, are becoming an unsmiling
people, filled with resentments, weighed down with causes of the right or
left, and taking themselves and their crusades so seriously that many of
us have become sententious bores or dangerous purveyors of hate. I am
not suggesting a return to college based on frivolous fun and games, but I
do believe there is a danger in being too much up-tight.
This is my freshman year at Bowling Green, and I shall be eager to
become a useful part of the community as quickly as possible. Along with
other newcomers to the campus, I shall try to understand and appreciate
the traditions as well as the current thrust of this university.

now being used In the Union Cafeteria
and the Carnation Room?
Is it because University business
officials do not see the connection between pollution (needless destruction of
our forests, natural resources, water
pollution caused by paper manufacturing, and ah- pollution added to by
burning the discarded paper and plastic
products) and. their decision to use
disposable Items, or is it simply too much
bother to provide for washing and reusing these items?
It seems that students and faculty as
wall as administrators must bear some
responsibility for this wasteful behavior
if we participate in using these products
and if we do not take positive action to
change the attitude and behavior wnkh
underlie the administration's use of
disposable products in general.
Jack Brown
Dept of Sociology
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let's beer ffron yoi
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Students must prove real need

University offers emergency loans
students,
including
an
Emergency Loan Fund and
the National Defense Loans.
The Emergency Loan Fund
If you have five minutes to
spare, you might be able to is available to any student in
nop over to the Financial Aids good standing who needs
Office and pick up a fast ISO. money for books, living exOf course, you have to need penses or any expense related
it awfully bad and even pay it to education, according to
back after 30 days, but at least Richard Gordley, director of
there's no interest charged. Financial Aid.
Loans of up to $50 are
The Financial Aid Office
offers many types of loans to granted for 30 days without
By Gale Bogle
Staff Reporter

interest when a student can
prove a real need.
Gordley said the loans are
granted in terms of a counseling situation. The student
is interviewed to attempt to
discover the amount and
cause of the financial need.
"Our Job is not to loan
money to bail students out of
trouble," Gordley said. "Our
job is to find out why they need
the money and to try to

eliminate the crisis so they
As more loans become
don't need to borrow again." delinquent it will become
tougher to get loans. The
The Financial Aid Office ability to geta second loan will
needs to know how the student depend on repayment of the
expects to repay the loan, but first loan, said Gordley.
they do not deduct the amount
The Fund loaned $80,000 to
of the loan from any students last year before
paychecks issued by the funds ran short.
During
University, according to Charities Week 1967.07 was
Gordley.
raised for the Loan Fund by
Last year the loan fund ran the students themselves.
out because a high percentage
According to Gordley most
cf the loans were deliquent.
students apply for loans in the
Gordley said that many spring. He said that any
students were very casual freshmen who came in now
about repaying the loans and asking for 110 to buy a book
there are still loans past due Just after summer vacation is
from last spring.
"fooling himself" about his
"Students don't feel they ability to pay for his total
have much of an obligation to education.
repay loans unless we freeze
"Bowling Green still hasn't
grades or hold transcripts," received notification of
Gordley said.
allocated funds for the current

Tight economy
lowers job rcrfe
By Rich Bergeman
.News Editor
The picture is bleak for
■dents seeking part-time
employment this fall, but
there are a few Jobs still
available for those who start
looking early.
Robert E. McKay, director
cf employment services, said
this year's Job market is the
tightest he's ever seen at the
University. The present
economic situation has made
Jobs scarce nationally, and
college students seem to be
caught in the squeeze.
There are approximatley
1,700 students applications on
die in his office, he said, and
many have already been
placed in the about 700 jobreplacement openings
available this year.
McKay expects more than
500 additional students to
crowd through the east door of
Shatzel Hall into his basement
offices in the early weeks of
the quarter, and he isn't optimistic on how many he will
be able to help.
At the most, he said there

will be only ablut 150 to 200 new
on-campus job openings
available, and to-date he has
only about 95 openings offcampus.
Some openings will develop
in the early weeks, he added,
when departments start
looking for part-time clerical
help and the six cafaterias,
which comprise 42 percent of
on-campus student employment, learn how many
students fail to report for
work.
But these will hardly be
sufficient to meet the demand.
"We'll do the best we can
when the students come in this
fall," he said, "I just hope
more off-campus employers
respond by then."
He said he was surprised a t
the number of students who
came in during the summer,
many driving over 60 and 70
miles, to find jobs early and
expressing a severe need for
employment.
These students, coupled
with the freshmen who
inquired
during
preregistration this summer,
have already taken up most of

the jobs available.
Due to drop-outs and
graduations after the fall
quarter, a number of openings
will develop in January,
McKay said, and students
interested should contact his
office by Thanksgiving if they
hope to fiU them.
He said this summer's
unemployment rate for
college students was 13 percent, which has created the
increased
need
among
students for part-time work
during the school year.
A year ago, the employment services moved
from simply a function of the
Financial Aids Office, headed
by McKay, to a separate
department in Shatzel Hall.
McKay moved with it as
director, and has been concentrating on expanding the
services and making an all-out
effort to find more Job
openings.
"' It was only five or six
years ago that our main
concern was getting students
to work," he remarded, "and
now we don't have enough
jobs. ,

fiscal year for National
Defense loans," Gordley said.
The National Defense Loan
(NDL) Is the only long-term
loan available through the
University, he said.
Preliminary reports indicate
that it will be (20,000 less than
last year.
An individual
students may receive up to
$1,000 in any year or a total of
$5,000. Applications for loans
for the fall are closed.
A student must need the
amount of the loan to obtain
higher education, be capable
of maintaining the proper

academic level in his course of
study and be a full-time
student to be eligible for a
loan. When there are funds
available, a Justifiable need
and academic eligibility, a
student may be granted a
loan. Since the University's
funds are limited, it is not
likely that many loans will be
granted for the maximum
amount for any single year,
said Gordley.
The principle and interest
cf the loan are repaid to the
University at a minimum
quarterly installment of $45

phis interest. There is no
interest charge until nine
months after leaving the
University. After the nine
month period the loan bears
three percent simple interest
yearly on the unpaid balance,
Gordley said.
Interest can be deferred
and parts of the loan cancelled
if the borrower enters the
Armed Forces, Peace Corps,
VISTA or becomes a teacher.
Applications for this type of
aid should be made two
months prior to the opening of
any individual quarter.

VISIT...

News needs you
If you want to write, the News needs you. The
editors, as usual, have numerous grandiose
plans for the new year.

University Union
Barber Shop
... IN THE UNION
• RAZOR CUTTING
• VACUUM HAIRCUT

* Handcrafts & Unique Gifts
* GREETING CARDS
* DRUGS & SUNDRIES
* PHOTO SERVICE
CALL 372-2121
FOR APPOINTMENT * CLASSROOM SUPPLIES

*

Students....
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New And Used Books
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IN ADDITION TO YOUR TEXTBOOK AND PAPERBACK BOOK NEEDS,
SEE US FOR ALL YOUR SCHOOL SUPPLIES
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GREETING CARDS
FILM
LAUNDRY BAGS
REMINDERS AND
CALENDARS
COSMETICS

ART SUPPLIES
SPIRALS
STUDY GUIDES
STATIONARY
BALL POINT AND
HI-LITERS

TOILETRIES
BGSU BLANKETS
COLLEGE PET
RECORD ALBUMS
SWEAT SHIRTS,
Long and Sleeveless

*
*
*

*

AIR CONDITIONED
PARKING

WE WILL BE OPEN THE FOLLOWING DAYS

8:00 AM TILL 8:00 PM
REGULAR STORE HOURS

WEDNESDAY
THURSDAY
MONDAY
TUESDAY

SEPTEMBER
SEPTEMBER
SEPTEMBER
SEPTEMBER

23RD
24TH
28TH
29TH

Monday thru Friday 8a.m. till 5 p.m.
Saturday
9 a.m. till 5 p.m.
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Local bars
offer atmosphere
By Rich Bergeman
■ Editor
Though It takes the
average young co-ed a few
weeks to shake off mom's
warning not to go near that
terrible place, there Isn't a
freshman worth his sweatshirt who doesn't head immediately downtown to scout
the local taverns.
And If there's one good
thing about orientation, it's
that it ends in the afternoon,
leaving those precious first
few evenings at college free
for frosh to find his identity
downtown,before books chain
him to his desk lamp.
It's an important part of
life, make no mistake about
that, for the student is identified for four years by the bar
he frequents, and the grueling
ordeal of finding the right
place is a duty to be accepted
with a purpose.
Bowling Green has a nice
variety of drinking establishments, each with Its own

LEITMANS
BACK TO SCHOOL
»•

LEVI STA-PREST CENTER"
Make LEITMAN'S Your
B.ck-To-Sch«ol Clothing
Headquarters Far . . .

• LEVI STA-PREST*
SLACKS & JEANS

reputation and speciality,
although for those hoofing it in
their first year here, the
choice of lively spots narrows
to four, all within a pretzel's
throw of each other.
The Canterbury Inn on
Main Street may be called the
trademark of BGSU, although
a good number of students
don't like to admit it.
Known for years as a greek
hang-out, its constituency has
diversified over the past
couple of years. But still, if
there's anyplace in Bowling
Green to find a cute pick-up,
or get picked up, which ever is
your thing, this is the place.
There's no cover-charge to
get Into the ground floor,
wooden-decor main bar area
this year, but it'll take a SO
cent pass to get you upstairs
into the Picadilly Lounge,
where bands play on
weekends.
It does a good business,
pitchers normally run $1.50,
and it's open the latest of the
downtown bars on weekends-

— Nl Iranlil Nrr4tt —

• SPORT COATS Sk1Btoetor
PFRMA'PIBM

WELCOME STUDENTS

• SHIRTS •■—•••*
J

Arrow

• SWEATERS F£r
• SLACKS
"•*--**•*
0

JACKETS

SOUND SYSTEMS
Rentals & Installations

Woolrlch - Baraculi

Leitman's Men's Wear
l« N. Mill Mi
Bft, 1M7III
PIN PARKING IN RMR-IWIt R»m ENTRANCE

frequents the place as faith2:30 am.
The Gigolo, just across the fully as any priest could a
street, Is in its third year of church, and can never seem to
operation and Is the only one fit in everybody on weekends.
The decor, if you can
of the four open on Sundays. It
has no real reputation yet, honestly call it that, is a
except that it appears to be the collection of anything that can
bar for studs without tran- be sat on, from taped red and
sportation, and can get wild at leapord-spotted couches, to
times.
folding chairs.
Bands play from WedIt's a dive that truly befits
nesday to Saturday in the a college town, and is one of
brick-walled and wood- the most popular here.
furnished two-room bar, to
There's no cover-charge
which an out-door patio with and pitchers cost $1.45.
picnic tables was added this Howard's closes at 1 a.m. or
summer.
Entry is free thereabouts, depending on the
Wednesday, but a buck cover- crowd, and has this disgusting
charge is required on habit of turning on all these
weekends.
spotlights at closing time to
Pitchers can't be had bring everyone out of their
there, but quarts of Drewery's holes.
can be seen moving rapidly
The fourth bar, the Venture
across the bar, and draught Inn on Court Street, used to be
beer in fish-bowls runs 35 the Shack a year ago and the
cents a glass. The restrooms, Teddy Bear before that. Iff
by the way, are not the finest been closed because of a
to be found in town.
liquor violation and will open
Howard's on the corner of next week.
Main and Court streets,
The bar has changed
collects a motley group which ownership so often over the
past few years that there's no
telling what will be found
there this year.
There are two other bars
downtown, Petlt's Lounge and
the Redwood. Both are quiet,
more intimate bars that have
only recently become popular.
They're nice places for a
first date with a timid co-ed
who still thinks mom may be
right.
Northgate, on North Main
Street, and The Bachelors
Three, south of town, offer an
ego outlet for those with
wheels.
There's no cover-charge at
either establishment, and both
offer friendly atmospheres,
although in a different way.
Northgate has three rooms,

LAHEY ELECTRONICS
INC

nmHransrtfi

•wipkolo by Jim Fladlw

THE CORNER OF
MAIN
AND
WOOSTER streets
one tiered and nicely furnished, and another with
thrown-together folding chairs
and tables for the party
groups.
There's no cover-charge or
pitchers of beer, and draught
is 35 cents a glass. Mixed
drink prices run a hair above
the average.

is the very heart of
tht
downtown
drinking
scene.
The Bachelors Three Is
new to Bowling Green, and
has the most professional,
night-club type of atmosphere
around. Nicely furnished with
candles on the tables, it also
sports the finest restrooms in
town.
The Hungarian hot-dogs
there are delicious, but don't
try to eat two.

aaBsazwMaBaBaBftazwffinBramra^^

DORSEYS DRUGS
500 E. Wooster

By The Tracks

Just 1/2 Block Block From Campus

Let Us Fill Your Prescriptions From Home
-Your Drug Headquarters In Bowling Green
*^.*^&&**'s's'*irtM&*Sa>

Featuring F.I.P. Monthly Specials !
****••••••*•*•****•*•**•*••

X

BANKAMERICARD
HONORED

Hours

J

*
9:00 AM To 10:00 PM
J
*
Mon. Thru Sat.
j Sundays Noon To 6:00 PM J
Mxxi

05235.

VISIT OUR PIPE
& TOBACCO SHOP
85"
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Freshmen join
study experiment
By Gale Bogle
Staff Reporter
Ninety-one freshmen will
be part of an experiment in
leaching this quarter which
may lead to the formation of a
"Little College" next year.
The experiment will try to
create a situation of closer
contact between incoming
freshmen and faculty in order
to "speed up the student's
process of getting acquanted
with the range of academic
possibilities the University
offers," said Dr. George
Herman, chairman of the
committee to form the "Little
College."
The freshmen involved in
the program were picked at
random
during
preregistrabon. They will be
given eight credit hours for
participation in the experiment.
The seminars will meet
three times a week for two
hours,
involving
20-25
students.
The instructor's
function will be simply to act
as a discussion organizer, said
Dr. Herman. One evening a
week the entire class of 91 will
meet for supplementary

discussion, outside speakers
and films.
The reading list includes
five books, as well as outside
reading and other projects.
Dr. Herman plans to have his
class keep a "casebook of
places where they have met
instances of the things they
have been reading about."
After fall quarter a fourcredit hour continuation of
more independent study may
be offered, or students may be
directed into some established
discipline where they can
apply what they have learned,
said Dr. Herman, but the
decision in this are isn't final.
At the end of the faU
quarter the "Little College"
committee will evaluate the
experiment. They are interested in learning whether
or not the closer contact with
faculty will help freshmen
"learn sooner to use the institution to meet their
academic needs," said Dr.
Herman.
The present advising
system will be examined to
see if the expected closer
student-faculty relationship
brought about by the program
will call for changing or

possibly'eliminating advisors
as they now exist, according to
Dr. Herman. They are also
interested in the effect of
giving so much time to a'
single course.
The professors involved
want to lea m whether or not
"effective interdisciplinary
teaching is possible when
there is only one teacher in the
classroom" and whether
"interdisciplinary
teaching
with a certain amount of independence among students

who normally wouldn't enter
such a program" is effective,
said Dr. Herman.
Depending on what is
learned in the experiment, the
committee may propose
setting upa "Little College" of
300-500 students next year to
Academic Council.
If the experiment is successful "we hope to encourage
someone else to form another
little college and then another
and another," said Dr. Her-
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Fraternity plans
Del Corso speech
Asymposium sponsored
by Sigma Nu Fraternity entitled "It's the Library Burning" will be held here next
Wednesday and Thursday to
discuss campus disorders.
On
Wednesday
the
featured speaker will be Adjutant General Sylvester Del
Corso, or a representative
from his office, of the Ohio
National Guard.

State
Representative
Richard Relchel will discuss
House Bill 1219 that deals with
control of campus disorders
Thursday.
Reichel sponsored the
disorder bill.
The symposium is open to
the public and the sponsors
hope that attendance will be
high because of the early date
in the quarter.

Don't let ordinary clothes
disguise you as an ordinary
guy.
This Is 1970.
Buy some
clothing that will reflect your
Individuality, not hide it.
Cricketeer, available only at
Nichols, makes sports clothes
and suits that don't look like
everybody else's.
What's more, in this year of
fashion upheaval, we know how
wide your lapels should be, how
high your vent should be and
that a Norfolk jacket like the
one In the picture should have
exactly 4 buttons.
Cricketeer thinks you should
look different from other guys.
We also think you should look
better than other guys.
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A NEW ACTIVITY was initiated here last
spring during the weeks of campus unrestgathering at the steps of Williams Hall to get
the latest information and hear a never-ending

Brian Steffeni

string of speakers. Although a patch of wilted
grass was one by-product, this was more than
balanced by the new political awareness
shown by the student body.

Newer groups expand
political, social goals
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By Terry Cochran
Staff Reporter
The last two years or so
have shown a tremendous
awakening of student political
power in America.
Ever since the formation of
Students for a Democratic
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Society (SDS), young people
have come to believe they can
assert themselves through
group action.
The major trend of this new
involvement is often away
from University environment
and oriented toward a
universal environment.
Students hope they can do
things to affect the state,
country, or ecological crisis in
which they live.
University
student
government seems to be
dying, and the new battle cry
may well be, "Change the
university by changing the
world."
At Bowling Green, these
new splinter organizations are
easily discernible, and have
taken much of the limelight
away from groups such as the
Young Republicans, New
Democratic Coalition and the
Young
Americans
for
Freedom (YAF).
For example, a thriving
operation was started early
last spring entitled living In a
Finer Environment (LIFE).
The group has been coordinated entirely by students,
among them Juniors Jeff
Jewett and Vicki Evans. The
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program is working with other
campus, high school and
community groups.
The goal of the group is to
help change priorities towards
living in a finer environment."
Organizational activities
last spring included a number
of paper pick-ups in Bowling
Green, and two Portage River
clean-ups.
The group also intended to
research industrial polluters
on the Maumee River.
Large scale political activism was most evident in a
group formed after last
spring's campus turmoil.
Students Elect Next Ohio
Senator iSENOS), as it was
called, has since merged with
the nationally oriented
Movement for a New Congress
(MNC).
The organization was
founded by Dr. Marvin
Kumler, associate professor
of psychology. It professes no
political party affiliation, and
throws its weight behind the
candidate it
thinks best
represents student opinions.
Ultimately, the group
matches volunteers with the
needs of its candidates. The
success of the organization is
measured by comparing
previous years' voting records
to the immediate voting tallys.
Not all new organizations
at BG are operating on a
community or state level,
however. Group Action for
Students (GAS), also formed
last spring, acts as a new
channel
of
studentadministrator communication
entirely within the University.
Coordinator of GAS, Bruce
Mabee, sophomore (BA),
stated last spring, "GAS Is a
new student voice. Student
council like it was run last
year is dead. GAS should be
the focal point for the new
Community Council."
Community Council is not
functioning, but GAS is still
thriving.
The group is formed of
three separate committees:
political, legal, and ecological.
Their main purpose is to hear
student problems, research
the issues, and present them
to the administration.
GAS hopes to place
representatives
in
all
houseing units in and around
campus.
Proposals and
petitions will be sent around
for student reactions to
various issues. Files will be
kept on important questions.
After researching and
compiling facts, constructive
issues will be presented intelligently to administrators.
GAS also made a strong
push for a student on Bowling
Green's Board of Trustees last
spring, but failed. Plans were
made to research state powers
to delegate power to students.
Another group was formed

last school year independent
of the University, yet dealing
with University affairs.
Campaign Against
Violence to the Environment
(CAVE), was formed to take
action against major corporate polluters. Its first task
was to look into stocks owned
by BGSU Foundations, Inc., a
local stockholder's corporation.
CAVE requested stock
proxies from the foundation,
to enable it to sit in on
stockholder meetings and
make voting decisions.
It
would have allowed the
University community to
voice disapproval of corporate
policies causing pollution.
But the foundation refused
to grant the proxies.
Another universal
ecological organization was
formed last school year,
through New University activities. Zero Population
Growth (ZPG) aims to limit
familty size to two children
per family, resulting in an
eventual growth rate of zero.
The group hopes to raise
money for research and
development of more effective
population control technology.
It also will provide information on population and
environmental issues to the
general public.
Efforts toward ending the
war in Veitnam were also
taken up by students as a
group, throughout last school
year.
The organization is called
the Ohio Peace Action
Committee (OPAC), and is
headed by Dr. Edward Shuck,
director of international
programs.
According to Dr. Shuck,
"OPAC has actually been in
exestence for six years.
Before last year the main
brunt of its membership
consisted of faculty and
community membership.
Last fall it became energized
by and with student participation."
Last year's OPAC activities included moratoriums
and a trip to Washington to
protest the war.
"The group's specific
purpose is to witness against
N'iion's policies in Viet Nam,
and to see them ended
yesterday, not tommorrow,"
explained Dr. Shuck-. "We
plan to carry on lirlth our
activities this year also."
Splinter organizations such
as these are the latest attempts by students at forward
progression.
Established
clubs and lines of communication simply no longer
make it for some people at
BG.
These new groups
therefore, may represent
some semblaance of order
arising from the turmoil on
many campuses.
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New directions for governance?
By Jim Smith
Editor
If Student Body President
Roger Coate has his way,
Unlrersity governance may
be taking an entirely new
direction before long...and he
hopes to have incoming freshmen actively assisting in
guiding its course "before the
curse of grades takes hold."
"We're going to work with
the freshmen from the
beginning and try to get them
involved," Coate said, "We

want to have new faces with
new Ideas working with us."
The student bead voiced
concern that obsession by
students with making good
marks in the classroom would
result in a fear of tackling any
extracurricular activities.
'To me," he said, "grades
in themselves are unimportant I'm here because I
want to learn, and the mark I
get doesn't matter that
much."
Caste's prime goal for the
coming year Is the establish-

ment of a community council.
Such a body would be
composed of students, faculty
members,
and
administrations; and would
concern itself with formulation of-or at least
recommendations concerning-Universiry policy matters.
Movements for community
council-most of which were
somewhat feeble-have sprung
up In the past from sources
who felt Student Council, and
its counterpart, Faculty
Senate, were rather inef-

N»-«l>hol«> ky Brian Si.M.n,
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festive in coping with
problems
facing
the
University community.
Coate hopes that the
community council concept
would provide a coordinated
effort by all facets of the
University to deal with
various problems.
Under Coate's plan,
student government-ln a
somewhat different formwould continue, as a sort of
Hason between the students
and the community council.
"In the past several
years," he said, "Student
Council has been a sort of
pseudo-legislative body. It
didn't really have the power
and credibility."
"Any new Student Council," Coate continued, "would
come out as a recommending
and advisory body."
In an effort to "reduce the
sixe of the constituency,"
Coate favors establishing
legislative districts of about
300 students each from which
Individual representatives
would be elected.
Last year' sixteen council
members were elected on an
at-large basis from the
University as a whole.
"I really don't think it will
be that cumbersome," Coate
insisted, adding that the sixe
of the Council would be
enlarged to SO or 60 members,
"and it will make the
representatives
more
responsible to their constituents."
He indicated that a lack of
fixed responsibility in the past
may have been a contributing
factor to Student Council lack
of effectivness.
Coate's new Student
Council would consider those
matters affecting students.

Questions which relate to
the University community as
a whole will be probed, with
reports
featuring
all
arguments forwarded to the
community council for
possible action.
In addition to it's primary
task of serving as a student
voice on the community
council, Coate hopes that the
Board of Trustees will grant
student government authority
over all other student
organization*.
Presently, such groups as
Interfraternity Council,
Panehellenic Council, and the
Association
of
Women
Students,
are
granted
automomy from the student
body organization in their
actions.
"These bodies would be
simply under the structure of
student government," Coate
explained.

"Student government
should be the one and only
representative body of the
student body," Coate said,
"IFC, Panhel, and the other
organizations would be under
student government, Student
Council would not attempt to
mingle in their affairs,
"unless, of course, they
violate University polodes or
State laws."
This chain of command of
sorts would help direct the
focal point of the University
upon the community council,
Coate feels, and thus help
strengthen the body as it gets
off the ground.
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"If we get students behind
us, and present the plan
through proper channels,"
Coate insisted, "I really don't
think that we will be turned
down."

SERVICE

If things go as smoothly ss
Coate would like, he indicated
that a strcture could be set up
as early as November. Final
approval, however, would
have to be by the Board of
Trustees, and would probably
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Welcome Back
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not come until spring, Coate
said.
He added though, that the
entire plan is contingent upon
the desires and support of the
student body.
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Registrar changes draft policy
Bv Rich Bcrgemu
Newi Editor
For the first time students
are being asked their consent
before
the
University
Registrar's Office notifies
draft boards of the students'
academic status.

In the past the University hours, which makes a student
"assumed students wanted eligible for the draft.
their draft boards advised of
But the President's Adthir standing," according to visory Council last spring
Registrar Glenn I. Van recommended through a
Wormer, and automatically 'committee that the University
notified the boards whether discontinue the practice and
students were carrying a full only notify the boards if the
academic load or less than 12 students prefer.

John Martin, director of
admissions and chairman of
the committee of faculty,
administrators and students
apppointed to study the
practice, said many students
had personal reasons for not
wanting .their draft boards
sent any information.
Some students, Martin
said, wanted to seek a
deferment other than a 2-S,
but many boards would grant
the * illege deferment to these
students anyway on th
University's notification that
they were in school.
It was brought to PAC'f
attention when opposition to
the practice developed among
students last spring. Some
claimed the University was
theoretically assuming a role
in support of the Vietnam war
by telling the boards when a
student was eligible for the
draft.
The new procedure involved sending out computer
cards to all male students this
fall telling of the change, and
asking them whether or not
they wanted their draft boards
to know of their standing.
Those cards marked
"yes" will be sent on to the

Plainclothesmen
may aid 0SU
football security

Epidemic of V.D.
less serious here
Venereal disease is at nearepidemic level world-wide,
but indications are that
Bowling Green is not keeping
up with the rest of the world.
According to Dr. James
Urns, director of the Medical
Center, "Bowling Green's VD
rate is very low compared to
reports I have received on
three other Ohio campuses. I
Just hope it stays this way."
On the national and worldwide levels. Dr. Olms said
"there is a definite increase in
VD, almost to the proportions
of an epidemic."
The major problems,
continued Dr. Olms, are that
often the disease is not
recognized at its early stages,
and that one dose of penicillin
is often no longer effective.
In many cases the patient
is so resistant to the drug that
four or five treatments are
necessary.
Both penicillin and antibiotics are used in BG's
Medical Center to treat VD.
A new doctor. Dr. Robert
Desmond, and a psychologist.
Dr. William Eull, have been
added to the Medical Center's

staff over the summer.
The student Health Center
provides a wide assortment of
medication at very reasonable
prices. The center charges
cost plus 10 per cent.
A
student would have to pay
almost double the amount in a
drugstore.
The center also boasts a
full-time dentist. Dr. Donald
Hlty, who is present during
regular hours. Six nurses are
present during the day and
three at night. The addition of
Dr. Desmond to the staff
makes a total of five full time
physicians.

their boards themselves if the ministration Building.
A new more stream-lined
wish to seek a 2-S deferment,
and form letters for this method will be introduced
purpose are available at the next year. Instead of sending
information window in the out cards, the Registrar's
ground floor of the Ad- Office will ask those students

Welcome Falcons
From
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V—OF
IN
OF nnwi
BOWLING
GREEN

Carry All Your
Bacfr-fo-Schoof Supplies
Also: Gift Items Greeting cards Stationary
Office Supplies & Equipment
Typewriters Novelties
198-200 S. Main St

who do not want their boards
notified of their standing to
neglect filling in their draft
board number on the general
information sheet at spring
registration.
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The center and its stateapproved lab will be open the
same hours as last year: 8:3011:45 a.m., and 1-4:45 p.m.
weekdays.
Saturdays the
hours are 9:30-11:30 a.m. AU
other
hours
are
for
emergencies only, and require
a three dollar fee.
Dr. Olms suggests all
freshman read the blue
booklet on the Medical Center
which was sent to them.

I

354-4061

COLUMBUS, (AP) Police
are considering sending plain
clothesmen to Ohio State
University football games this
fall to take pictures of
suspicious persons.
City police.Highwaypntrol
officials and university officers are to meet Monday to
review the plan.
If approved, the plan
would add the photographer
officers to the football security
force.
The undercover shutterbugs would photograph
trouble makers during football games.
Police said they anticipate
no trouble but Just want to
play it safe with the camera
toting officers.

boards, while those marked
"no" will be retained in case
the students change their
minds.
The students still have the
responsibility of notifying
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9:30 to 5:00 MOD. & Fri. 'til

353-6691 |
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New life style causes upsets

Freshmen face many changes
By Glenn Waggoner
Maaagtag Editor

*

University life for a new
freshman means changes-of
attitudes, friends, teachers,
and overall living environment.
It can also mean some of
the most serious emotional
problems yet confronted in the
life of a young person.
"The first year of college is
and should be a time of testing
individual interests and aptitudes, but some stumbles
and bruises are inevitable,"
said Dr. Frank C. Arnold,
director of the University

Counseling Center.
Both Dr. Arnold and Dr.
James C. Wright, assistant
director, agree that an
awareness of the common
pitfalls for the new student
may make the emotional
"downs" not quite as deep,
and the recovery faster.
"One of the biggest
problems the new student
seems to have Is learning how
to budget his time," Dr. Arnold said.
Dr. Wright noted that
many students come from
home environments where
their schedule of activities is
planned for them. "Then at

college they find that except
for classes, each week is a
blank slate, with the time to be
filled as they choose."
The counselors remarked
that some students coast
through the first Tew weeks of
a term with little studying,
then are confronted with three
or four exams in one week.
"Then, they realize they
have a problem," said Dr.
Arnold. "When things pile up
for the first time, there are
even some who pack up and
leave."
Others struggle through on
their own and survive the first
big academic crisis, and still

WELCOME
STUDENTS

HOURS Daily & Sun
Til 11 PM
Fri & Sat
Til 12 PM

QUICK SERVICE CARRY-OUT ALL YOUR
FAVORITE PARTY SUPPLIES IMPORTED
& DOMESTIC BEER & WINES

352-4581
CORNER S. MAIN & NAPOLEON RD.

others seek and get help from
dorm staff professors and the
counseling center.
"A ' Tittle preventive
planning is always beat,"
noted Dr. Wright, "but these
situations can happen until a
student learns how to handle
Ms time." He added the
counseling center will help
students plan a budget for
their time.
Dr. Arnold said that apparently the best ratio between class and study time is
two hours of study for each
hour spent in class.
On the matter of new
students Joining organizations
and getting Jobs, both counselors stressed a conservative
approach, advising students to
consider waiting a quarter.
"A student could probably
Join one or two organizations
without harm," said Dr.
Wright, "but it may be better
to look around a while at first
before making a commitment."
Dr. Arnold identified two
extremes of attitudes toward
university work that may
prove damaging to the
student.
"Some students have a
successful first quarter,
become overconfident and
then do poorly the following
quarter when they slack off in
studying," he said. "Others
are underconfident and are
too scared to do well, even
though they may be capable of
doing good work."
Also Identified by the
counselors as a change likely
to be encountered by freshmen is a broadening of perspective toward people and
attitudes.
"A large part of positive
mental health is trying the
new and being open-minded,

Welcome!

Freshmen, Upperclassmen and Faculty
we take this opportunity to invite you to viiit ui

■L. I «MM

N.wiph*»o by Brian Stoffans

AT THE COUNSELING Center, Dr. Frank C.
Arnold and Dr. James C. Wright discuss their
work, which involves nearly the entire gamut
rather than rejecting without he can depend on, such as a
inspection," said Dr. Arnold. sureness of his own abilities or
He added this attitude can Ms friends."
apply to required courses as
As well as changes in enwell as new roommates.
vironment and personal al"It also involves accepting titudes, older relationships
that problems to a certain with other people may well be
extent are inevitable, and subject to stress in the first
coping with them as best one year, according to the
can," Dr. Arnold said.
counselors.
Dr. Wright added that for a
Dr. Arnold remarked that
freshman, emotional
problems may seem more in light of increased disturintensified because so much is bances on college campuses,
new and there are fewer lines of communications with
are more important
stable factors in the student's parents
than ever.
Ufa.
"Most parents seem to be
"When this student it more sympathetic than the
older." Dr. Wright continued, students may think," he said.
"he finds he has more things "But a good attitude for a

of problems a student may encounter at the
University.

freshman is to expect changeperhaps a deepening or
breaking off-in any personal
relationship."
Dr. Wright emphasised
there is an abundance of aid
available for students with
problems, citing dormitory
staff, dean'a officta, church
groups, faculty and the
counseling center as examples.
"But we can't go out
looking for students with
problems," he added.
A difficulty encountered by
the center has been one of
making itself known to the
students.
"Few apparently pay any
attention to information about

the counseling services here,
because no one plans on
having problems," explained
Dr. Arnold. "Then when they
want help they don't know
where to turn."
Perhaps the counseling
center's work would be
simplified if the counselors
could make plans in advance
to aid a typical group of freshmen with typical kinds of
problems.
"But since each student
will have his own unique
problems in adjustment," Dr.
Arnold said, "the only
projection on the typicality of
the freshman class I'll make is
that they will all be male or
female."

YOU'LL ENJOY THE COOL, PLEASANT ATMOSPHERE

Clinic urges teachers
to push reading skills

ALSO: FOUR DIFFERENT SIZED SUBMARINES
Micro
Third
Holf
Whole
••4"
8"
12"
24"

GIANT
SHAKES
WE ALSO HAVE
REGULAR SIZE
SHAKES AND MALTS

Although reading
programs In public schools
receive more time and money
than any other area of the
curriculum, a former U.S.
commissioner of education,
James E. Allen, has
challenged educators to Improve their reading programs
so that by I960 every high
school graduate will have the
"skill and desires to read to
the full limits of his capacity."
Dr. Joseph S. Nemeth,
drector of the BGSU reading

center, is convinced that his
clinic and others like it can
help Ohio school students to
reach this goal.
The BG center, one of 32 in
the
Eric-Crier reading
research national network,
contains
all
available
research on reading instruction. The center is the
state's most comprehensive
information outlet for reading
instructors.
Since 1956, the University
has offered a summer reading

tr^o^O**?**?**?*. *47^0*4T.
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dlnic where teachers can update their tutorial procedures.
Each teacher learns to Interpret diagnostic test, tutors
a child with severe reading
(Usabilities and instructs a
small group of children with
leas severe disabilities.
Elementary or secondary
students
with
reading
problems can enroll in the
simmer program or take part
in weekly classes during the
regular academic year.
"Ten to SO per cent of the
first graders have reading
deficienciea in varying
degrees and many youngsters
will faU In their school work
because they cant read," Dr.
Nemeth said.
"Teachers often ignore
average readers who usually
can do better. Ninety per cent
<f learning is through reading
so It ia important that a
student learn the skill to the
bast of his ability," he continued.
"There isn't anyone who
cant improve Us reading."
Visual problems and
hearing difficulties are among
reasons why students are not
successful in reading. The BG
clinic
staff
conducts
diagnostic tests to measure a

child's reading level and then
designs a program for him.
Instruction in advanced
word techniques, improving
the reading rate, comprehension, study habits, and
vocabulary expansion are
included in the developmental
program.
Studies are continually
being made to determine
the methods of instruction
that are most effective in
teaching children to read.
une
of
the
newer
techniques involves using
video tapes and film strips
along with text books. Dr.
Nemeth explained thai
visually oriented sources
make children more eager to
read.
While the center emphasises teaching. Dr.
Nemeth explained that "a
child's reading skill is not just
the responsibility of the
teacher.
"It is also the responsibility of the administrators
in the schools as well as the
parents. How many parents
want their children to emulate
their reading habits? Parents
should provide a model for
their children-they should
encourage their children to
read.

Grant aids study
Open from 11 A.M. till 9:00 P.M.
Mon., Tues., Wed., Thurs.
11 A.M. till 10:30 P.M.
Fri. & Sat

Dr. Stuart M Keeley and
t>. Michael Doherty of the
psychology department have
been awarded an SlI.SSs grant
to continue research.
The grant, awarded by the
department of Health,
Education, and Welfare, will

finance the second year of
their project, a study of
human decision making.
The research concerns how
humans combine information
to arrive at decisions. One
aspect of the study involves
comparing human decisions to
thoee made by computers.
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Moore hopes to
humanize campus
By Jim Smith
Editor

N*wi photo by Brian Sf«ff«ni

TAUNT?????
BANDS??????????
Now Compiling List In UAO Office
3rd Floor Union

If incoii,..it! freshmen are
somewhat awed by an aura of
vastness that seems to
surround the workings of a
University the size of Bowling
Green, they might feel a little
better knowing that the
situation has not gone unnoticed from above.
"I hope we can prevent any
student, especially the freshmen, from feeling as though
they're lost in a huge factory,"
said President Hollis A. Moore
Jr., "but I'm afraid tiiat it's
going to be rather difficult to
do so."
The president-himself a
freshman at the Universityindicated that possible ways to
"humanize" the campus were
being studied intensely.
"I hope that the housing
situation can be helped," he
remarked.
"I've seen
Kodgers, and I don't think it
provides a very good welcome
to campus. We are very
concerned about it."
Dr. Moore added that the
possibility of developing
residential colleges, was also
being reviewed.
Such
programs, which have been
enacted in other parts of the
country, place all students in
the same general study area
together, with classrooms in
close proximity to the resident
centers.
Course structures within
the University are also being
scrutinized, Dr. Moore said, in
order to allow students more
freedom in pursuing their
studies.
"We need to look critically
at assumptions we've made in
the past," he suggested. "Prerequisites,
and
course
sequences except for those in
mathematics and foreign
languages are evidently
flimsy In several areas."
"Dr. Moore indicated that
the possibility of a major in
the area of general studies is
also being considered.
"This would hopefully
loosen group requirements,"
he explained, "and would
allow much more leeway for a
student in taking courses he
feels would be most beneficial.
"This doesn't mean that
everything a student thinks is
important actually is," he
continued. This will have to be
worked out with the assistance
of the advising system."
The president called
courses in the so-called New
University, which emerged in
the wake of the campus turmoil throughout the nation
last May, "clubs" to where the
University has apparently
missed the boat in providing
real meaning to classes."
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NEW IN BG
HAND MADE

LEATHER >•
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The New U provided
courses taught by students,
faculty members, and administrators that were
completely divorced from the
classroom in an effort to help
students relate to events of the
day.
Topics included
discussion in areas ranging
from America's role in international relations to the
mission of the University.
While he hasn't had an
opportunity to evaluate all the
data available on the experiment, Dr. Moore commented that some of the topics
"apparently provided real
insight."
"One value of the New
University," he said, "is that
it can be used as one more
piece of data for discussion. It
will be viewed not as a
solution, but as a symptom."
Dr. Moore added that the
New U is not a new, and
probably not a lasting,
curriculum device or structure.
We should look at what the
curriculum offers to students,
he said, and find ways to interject the reality of
laboratory situations into the
course contents."
Regardless of the make-up
of courses, however, Dr.
Moore remarked that involvement in various aspects
of the University is important
to a good education.
"Students who come here
should try to work into
programs in activity areas of
their interest," he said. "It's
also good to get involved in
student governance.
He sympathized with
students who have been
disenchanted with the ap-

POLE

parent slowness by student
government in getting things
accomplished in the past, but
insisted
that
similar
frustrations were common in
such organizations as city
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The
president
also
suggested that students take
part in activities they are not
familiar with, in order to
"expand their realm of
knowledge."
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councils and PTA's.
"Many students Just
weren't prepared for the great
amount of work required to
get even little things accomplished," Dr. Moore said.
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Expand your horizons;
avoid getting into a rut
you, give one of the listed
members a call. They can
give you the needed information
about
the
organization and help you to
get Involved.
Perhaps
the
moat
pressing social consideration
freshmen are concerned with
la to go .greek or not to go
greek.
Kathy Binns, Junior (Ed.)
and a Phi Mu suggests that
freshmen "Join things you are
interested in right away."
"Jump right into it. Don't
wait until you are a
sophomore. Take advantage
of what is available right
now," she said.
Donna Reed, Junior (L. A.)
and also a Phi Mu had a different viewpoint,
"I didn't pledge until the
beginning of my sophomore
year.
I feel that by not
pledging my freshman year I
got a better viewpoint of
campus life. I think I made a
lot of friends my freshman
year that I probably might not
have made if I had pledged
then," she said.
Jack Porter, a Delta Tau
Delta, Junior (B.A.) suggests
that all freshmen men go
through fraternity rush.
"You meet so many
people you are bound to pick
up a lot of friends," he said.
"And social-wise its so much
better. Theres more to social
life than going downtown
when you are in a fraternity.
You get tired of that after a
while and you need something
else to turn to."
A Sigma Alpha F.psilon,

By, Barb Jacola
Editorial Editor

Nawiphoto by Brian StalUns

RAIN OR.SHINE the annual bathtub race goes on. Most of the
contestants get wet anyway so nobody cares if it pours. This is one
>f the many fraternity and sorority activities that take place through
ie year.

MODELER'S MECCA
Northwestern Ohio Rocketry Center

Greek life, freak life,
community council, service
groups, sports, clubs and
honoraries, dorm activities,
uptown festivities, unionsitting and a host of committees and organizations
comprise most of the social
opportunities at BGSU.
The whole idea Is to get
Involved with people.
All
kinds of people. Whether or
not their ideas are similar to
your own.
Its so easy to get into a rut
here, especially if a student is
new to the University community.
Sometimes freshmen tend
to limit their circle of friends
to roommates or "kids down
the hall". But its best to get
out of the dorms and make
new contacts-social contacts.
A good place to start Is to
get involved in those
organizations or groups that
seem interesting or that you
may already be familiar with.
If you were on the yearbook staff in high school ( or
would like to have been ifor
example, check Into the Key
office, 310 Student Services
Bldg., and tell the people there
that you are interested. This
year's tri-editors, Becky
Under, Kathy Glover and
John Cessna ask that all interested freshmen stop in and
apply for positions during the
month of October.
Maybe you have acquired
some skill at swimming,
skiing, sailing or skating, or at
least would like to give one a
try. Each sport is represented
by an active organization on
campus. Have fun. Meet
people. Learn.
A listing of all campus
social, service and honorary
rjr. Leo J. Navtn has been
groups can be found In any appointed assisUnt to the vice
edition of the yearbook. If president for research and
something looks interesting to

Randy Barnes, senior (B.A)
agrees that all men should
experience fraternity rush.
"I don't think that
fraternities are for everyone,
but everyone should go
thruugh rush in order to be

well-rounded in their concept
of fraternity life. You can't
pass Judgement on being
greek until you've s?en it
from every angle," he said.
The opportuntities are
here, but the choices to be

made are yours. Look over
what's available and decide
what you want to be a part of.
Then go uptown and have
a beer to celebrate your
decision. Who knows, you
might make a few friends.

Navin is new assistant
financial affairs at BGSU.
In his new position, which
became effective in August,
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Dr. Navin will assist the
implementation of the Ohio
Board of Regents planning
programming budget system.
An assistant professor of
economics prior to his recent
appointment. Dr. Navin Joined
the University staff in 1964.
His background included
experience with the Michigan
bureau of the budget.
He has also served as an
advisor and consultant on a
number of major projects
throughout
Ohio
and
Michigan.
Dr.
B.
D. Owens,
University vice president for

research and financial affairs,
who made the announcement
of Dr. Navin's appointment,
said that as an economist and
faculty member. Dr. Navin
will bring insight into the
budget problem, particularly
as It relates to the needs of the
department chairman.
Dr. Navin will continue to
teach on a part-time basis.
Since this is the first attempt at state-wide budgeting
for state assisted Universities,
Cr. Navln's background may
prove helpful for Bowling
Green's transition to the new
Board of Regents system.

m
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Moore eyes success in 70's
By Rich Berf enuo
News Editor
Despite all the cries of
violence to come on college
campuses,
University
President Hollis A. Moore told
the opening (acuity meeting
Friday that he firmly believes
BGSU can distinguish itself in
the 70s like it never has
before.
He cited a university large
enough to have a wide scope
of resources and programs
and yet small enough to
provide attention to individuals, and growing
graduate programs which
haven't over-shadowed undergraduate work as among a
number of ingredients with
which "we can move to
achieve true distinction."
Our first challenge, he
said, is "to remain an institution for scholarship,
learning
and
rational
discourse without becoming
removed from the world, and

at the same time to be sensitive to the needs and
problems of contemporary
society without becoming
politicized."
The principles listed by the
President's Commission on
Student Unrest, the president
added, including jS> play,
civility and concern for the
individual, must be shared by
the academic community.
"We must continue to
allow dissent, for their is
much to dissent from in our
society," he said, adding,
however, that there must be
more there than a will to
demolish and not re-build'.
That kind of dissent is no more
than self-indulgence.
Dr. Moore told the group
that the students are finding
less
"intellectual
consequence" in the universities
today, and that this is aided by
a general decline in teaching
quality.
He said professors are too

beneficial would be to introduce
more
Interdisciplinary majors. He
urged trie group to make more
study in these areas available
for both undergraduates and
graduate students.
T*r. Moore said he felt the
University had a role to play
in social reform. He applauded
the
Student
Development Program and its
work in helping more Blacks
and under-privileged youths
get into the University.
He could' understand, he
said, how students view
universities as not only failing
to provide solutions to social
problems, but actuality as
being part of the problems:
They - can
see
the
smokestacks, war research
and status ouo-ism there.

often more concerned with
their disciplines and research
than they are with their
relations with students.
The president stressed a
closer student-faculty
relationship to help close the
rift between students and their
University, and warned the
faculty that they cannot shr »
off this responsibility.
"A genuine scholarship
from the instructor which is
shared with the students is
needed," he stated.
Instructors have to realize that
they are the makers of men
and not simply diffusers of
knowledge.

Both Dr. Moore and Dr.
James Bond, vice president
of student affairs, who spoke
before the president, agreed
that the universities face a
threat to academic freedom
from a public which doesn't
understand what is happening
on the campuses.
Dr. Bond told the faculty
there is a lot of pessimism
across the nation concerning
the universities' ability to
handle unrest themselves, and
that the faculty is blamed by
many for much of the turmoil.
He saia the fear now is not
of large scale demonstrations
as in the past, but of geurilla
tactics such as bomb threats
and terror tactics.
It's not possible to keep
Nonetheless, he said the University open with
Bowling Green will accept its security forces he said, and if
responsibility and try to help it hopes to stay open and avert
those ignored by society. "We repressive measures from the
legislature and taxpayers, the
faculty will have to develop
closer ties with students.
The seeds of student
unrest are not really on the
campuses, but in society, he
explained, although its on the
campuses where the students
congregate.
The faculty have to try
and understand the new youth
culture, he said, and not get
up-tight or reactive about it.
Unless they understand, they
could easily react badly to

He advised the faculty, to
share the relevance of
academics with students, to
keep them from over-reacting
to the short-comings in the
curriculum and condemning
everything as irrelevant.
One curriculum change
the president felt would be

f%
Dr. William O. Reichert

Dr. Karl G. Rahdert

Joyce P. Myles

Students vote awards
to three professors
Three professors were
named here to receive $1,000
Distinguished Teaching
Awards yesterday at the first
faculty meeting of the
academic year.
Joyce P. Myles. Dr. Karl
G. Rahdert, and Dr. William
Reichert, who were selected
by a student vote, were
presented the awards by Dr.
Stanley K. Coffman, dean of
faculties and vice president of
academic affairs.
The
awards
were
established two years ago by
the Bowling Green Parent's
dub to honor outstanding
teachers in each of the three
undergraduate colleges. Club
members parents of students
presently enrolled at the
university anually donate
funds for the awards.
Mrs. Myles, who began
teaching at the University in
1986, was the top faculty
choice in the College of
Education, where she is an
instructor specializing in
early childhood education.
Mrs. Myles received her
bachelor's degree, cum laude,
in 1962 and her master's
degree in 1965 from Bowling
Green.

She is a member of Phi
Kappa Phi, national scholastic
honorary as well as several
professional organizations
including
the
National
Education Association and the
Ohio Education Association.
Dr. Rahdert, professor of
business management, was
named the College of Business
Administration's outstanding
teacher. Dr. Rahdert is an
Indiana University graduate,
having received his bachelor's
master's and doctoral degrees
from the Hoosier institution.
A Bowling Green faculty
member since 1960, Dr. Rahdert has served on a variety of
campus committees including
the Graduate Council, the
President's Advisory Commission, and is a former
chairman of the Faculty
Senate.
Before coming to Bowling
Green he was an assistant
professor
at
Indiana
University and at Ohio State
University.
Dr. Rahdert has also been
assistant to the president of
the Edmont Manufacturing
Company in Coshocton and
was manager of personnel
administration and

development for the General
Electric Co. in Cincinnati for a
time.
Dr. Rahdert is the author
of "Profit Sharing Principles
and Practices," and has
written numerous articles for
professional Journals.
Dr. William Reichert.
professor of political science,
was named outstanding
teacher in the College of
liberal Arts. A native of
Brooklyn, he received his
bachelor's degree in 1949 from
Transylvania University.
In I960 he earned his
master's degree from the
University of Kentucky and
six years later, received his
doctorate at the University of
Minnesota.
Before coming to Bowling
Green in 1968, Dr. Reichert
was an assistant professor at
the University of Kentucky
and a visiting assistant
professor at the University of
Nebraska. He later taught at
Winsconsin State University.
He is a member of the
American Political Science
Association,
and
the
American
Studies
Association, among other

THE HUTCH

Dr. Bond said he is not
pessimistic of the University's
ability to handle its internal

HAMBLIN
PROFESSIONAL DRY CLEANING
& Coin-Op Laundry
ACROSS FROM CAMPUS

Hour
Cleaning
Service

FAST SHIRT SERVICE
Free Parking Front & Rear

10 Gal. Deluxe Metal Frame
2.00

353-4673

Freshmen Are VIP's
SAVE
AND DESERVE THE VERY BEST.

2.50 on
HAIRCUTS.

OPEN 6-DAYS

CUP HERE

Freshmen Discount Card

50<: Off "arteJar

Noi valid on Saturdriys

Mon., Tues. Wed. Ham 6pm
Thur.
8am-9pm
■ 'i.
8am- 7pm
Sat.
8am-5pm

professional
organizations.
Dr. Reichert has written
numerous articles, including
"Captial
Punishment
Reconsidered," reprinted in
the Congressional Record in
1962, and has won several
awards for his writing.

Colonial Barbershop

COLONIAL BARBER SHOP
125 £. Court Street
This Card expires alter 5 haircuts
or Jan 31, 1971
°UNCH HEKt •••••

GO-EDS are bound to succeed in

with clothing from KESSEL'S
We welcome all co-eds to BGSU and invite you to browse around
our store. You'll find nationally famous brands as advertised in
Seventeen, Glamour, Vogue and other fashion magazines. Here is
a partial listing of brands we carry.

* DAN Dl MODES

* GARLAND

* CORKY CRAIG -

* DEVON

Sept. 19 - Oct. 3

problems itself, and felt
hopeful that the faculty would
rise to the challenge also.

WELCOME FALCONS f
From

* JERELL OF DALLAS

Pbone 354-9603J

With purchase of Dynaflow 400 - S13.25 AqUOTilim

situations and provoke incldents which might not
otherwise have happened.

* RUSS TOGS

PETS & SUPPLIES
ROSPECT

will try to give them back the
break they didn't get."

* TONI T0DD

* FIRE-ISLANDER

* DIMES OF CALIF.

* VICKY VAUGHE

* CAPRI JUNIORS
* LANS0N
+ RAIN SHEDDER
* FORECASTER

FOR ONE WEEK - SEPT 19-SEPT 26th
PRESENT THIS AD AND RECEIVE 70% OFF OF YOUR PURCHASE.

29 Gal. Deluxe Metal Frame
[With purchase of Silent Giant $14.95 AQUARIUM

OPEN: Mon., Wed., & Fri. -1-9; Tu«. -- 1-5; Sot. - 99
Closed: Sun. & Thurs.

14.95

KESSEL'S
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Welcome BGSU Students

MAKE DILL'S
Your Headquarters For Fino Jewelry

EXPERT REPAIRS ON:
• Watch**
• Lighten
• Clocki
« Jewelry
FIAJLU ft BEAM KBanimo
Orange Bleuom Diamond Rings
•■OWN AND mm BY A CBIIIFUU OlBIOLOGIST
Orosk Letter
Pondarm
Mon't A LadkM
BGSU Rings

distinctive
UP-FRONT
look
The tool:e« «*K»n •: y expresses ilie up-frctt
personility of Ac man who sports ir. Th*«a*
... the v**»»... the whole treatment is new
and in clastic good taste. A narticuUrlr haiwt.
some iho*

Charms
Charm Bracelet*
Fro* Ring
Cleaning Sarvlca

ALL PURCHASES FREE GIFT WRAPPEL
Traphios and Plaques for
all

Certified Gemologitt
Member American Gem Society

Services ease
Founders pinch

DILL JEWELERS
US ». NiiiM.
B.W11U Grtn. Oki*

N MAIN ST. " BOWLING GREEN

Getting situated that first
day in Founders Quadrangle
may appear to be endless
chaos in Its finest hour, but the
process of moving in has
actually been improved this
year.

WANT . . . INSTANT LOW COST
PRINTING?

With
an
unfinished
ITiurstin Street promising to
throw the first day at Founders into the worst ordeal of
traffic Jams and piles of
wslting
luggage
ever,
Inghram MUllron, director of
Auxllary Services, acted in
(he past few weeks to put a
little order in the proceedings.
"At best, moving into a
dormitory is s big problem,"
he said, but this year a few
things will be added "to help
extend the welcoming hand of

•
•
•
•

PRICE USTS • PHOTOGRAPHS
LETTERHEADS • CATALOGS
FORMS • LETTERS • REPORTS
ENVELOPES ALSO FOLDING • COLLATING
CUTTING • PADDING
• ADDH1SS MAILING PLASTIC BINDING

•UAUTT PtiNTIM
WHILE YOU WAIT
•0* PINNIES

ONI TO A THOUSAND MINTfD COPIIS
IN MINUTiS rtOM ANT P"UTOG«APH««ll
OHIOINAl IOW. IOW PIICIS

the University" to the new
students.
A number of students were
hired to help with the
unloading, elevator operators
are being used for the first
time and extra help is being
given those handling the meal
tickets and room assignments
to speed the flow of traffic.

«u 352-5762
1IIS. MAIN BOWilNO OBIIN

FRESHMEN

The unloading scheme,
with cars unloading at the
curb on the east and west sides
of the building and then
moving immediately on, will
also be instituted for the first
time.
And late this week crushed
stone was laid and compacted
in tune to facilitate crossing
from Thurstin Street to the
building, where landscaping

has yet to be done.
MUliron added
that
sorority rush, which brought
300 to 400 students into the
University Thursday and
Friday, would help ease the
pinch considerably today.
He said the use of hired
students to help unload was
something he'd like to see
become common practice in
future years. "WeYe a service and it's time we started
acting like one," he said.
Giving the freshmen this
kind of welcome and helping
hand, he ssid, is better than
simply saying "you're in room
413."
What could ruin all r.j
plans, MiOiron said, and throw
(he area around Founders into
complete turmoil, is rain.

Come In And Browse At
The Biggest "Little"
Department Store Near \fEFl
Campus
\(Pfj

WE HAVE ALL
REQUIRED TEXTBOOKS
NEW AND USED

I'v* just checked out
•he biggest little Dept.
Store near Campus!"
"I can't believe
all the different items
fh*y have in that little
Store!!
"Oh y*s ask for

Art & Engineering

*

your FKefi GIFT
while you're there."

Supplies
And
Posters
Of All Kinds

to
ACCESSORIES
Jewelry
Gloves
Scarves
Panty Hose
Purses
Cosmetics
Colognes
Lingerie and
Sleepwear by—
Hollywo al Vasserette

Shrank

§£,.

S

Wi'
RSe-j

W«

--

I .~v

X

.**

YOU'LL PING
SPORTSWEAR BY
Jr. House
Seaton Hall
Irvington Place
Kelita
II" Isaacs
Stoplite
Lady Arrow
Dearborn
Troopers Den
MISCELLANEOUS
School Supplies
Greeting Cords
Stationary
Snacks
Laundry Items
Gift Items

V

\

ft

Society

Kati

•v:

r*

BEE-GEE BOOK STORE
ACROSS FROM HARSHMAN

She £EW&* £P«#
525 Ridge St.

Bowling Green
Ph. 3524225

Open Daily
9:30-5:00
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Wooster Wine Shop
'M E. Wooeter - Rear -

Bowling Green, Ohio

in the rear of The Wooster Shop
Open IJ.AM to 72 PM Mon - Sat

WE'VE CHANGED!!
Now We Are
Specializing In
Cold Beer,
Wine And
Mixes.

Stop In And
Pick Up four
Party Needs.
IMPORTED I
DOMESTIC WINES
PARTY SNACKS
POP ICE

HOWARD'S

OPENING

'The place to meet'
COLD BEER
6\ GOOD TIMES

FRI. & SAT.,
SEPT. 25-26

STUDENTS:PARENTS
SUBSCRIBE
TO THE

BG NEWS

I WOULD LIKE TO SUBSCRIBE:

SEND TO:
Su-Halr

BETTER THAN WRITING
NEWSWORTHY
INEXPENSIVE
SEND

BGSU
.
Bowling Green, Ohio

THIS

COUPON
IN TODAYI

9 Months J12.00
Per Quarter $4.00

PAYMENT ENCLOSED
SEND TO:
NAME :
STREET:

CITY:
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By Glean Waggoner
Managing Editor

WRITE ON: TO THE CAMPUS

Just as new students at the
University must locate and
test out the area's bars, coin
laundries, and restrooms, a
perhaps more distasteful
necessity is choosing a good
place to study.
And like a restroom, a
study spot has its relative
advantages and disadvantages.
A lot also depends on the
tastes of the individual
student. Some can study to
music by the "Doors," and
others have a better time with
Beethoven.
Or one student may like
bright lights, complete
isolation from other people
and silence, while his roommate may prefer Just the
opposite.
Needless to say, this could
lead to conflict were it not
possible to find almost any
kind of study atmosphere you
want-if you know where to
look.
The library, of course, is
one place, and among its more
pleasing aspects is the variety
of study situations available
within its walls.
For you isolationists,
small, private study carrels
equipped with desk and chair
are available in the upper
levels for those who can lay
claim to one before the nightly

rush.
at midnight, the Graduate
On the bottom floor, or Center remains open all night
"college level," lounge-type and offers a fairly quiet,
chairs are placed with good though rather poorly lighted,
views of the passing scenery. room filled with long tables.
Also, partioned desks with
Other all-night spots on
wood-seated chairs provide a
degree of privacy on this level campus include dormitory
while giving the student close lounges, if you can keep your
proximity to reference eyes of the couple in the couch
across the room, and a few
materials.
dining halls which open for
Generally, the library has study in the evenings with
proved itself to be quite a varying hours and policies.
suitable study spot for
Dining hall lighting gets a
students requiring frequent "fair" rating when used for
use of reference material and study, but the halls are highly
who don't mind having a lot of convenient for nearby dorcompany and a reasonable mitory residents.
amount of noise on the lower
Studying in a dormitory
levels.
room leaves much to be
Although the library closes sesired during most of the

Time-budgeting
makes the grade
By Terry Cochran
Staff Reporter
Ever wonder why your test
or exam scores never turn out
quite as high as you think they
should?
Well, there are a few
people on campus who think

Centre Drug
■FREE COUPON—
Worth 25< On Any

$2.00 Purchase
Excludes Tobacco
Products & Maaazines
•■■■■■■■■■■■■■■•■■•■•■•••••I

Its a New look for campus "70", and "The Den" has got that new
look. The most important- if not the most radical- of campus wear, is
at "The Den". Sweaters, Trousers, Shirts, and the largest selection
of Sport Coats available, they're all here. Its all a new look, and we
wait to fit you to your choice.

BANKAMERICARD MASTERCHARGE
9:30
Personal
TUT
flTM
" 5:0°
Charges
HK
PN
Across From
Welcom^^^MI^^ULI^^Hc^^

day, expect for those students
able to tune out the neighbors'
stereo and ignore hallway
hockey games.
Less well known and thus
relatively peaceful study spots
on campus include the reading
room on the second floor of the
Union, and the second floor
lounge in the student Services
Building.
An occasional open book is
even spotted in the Nest.
Rarely, however, is anyone
caught studying it.
Although locations and
conditions for studying are
abundant and varied, there is
no ideal place for all. The
selection of a study spot is
ultimately a matter of individual preference.

Centre Drug
Corner of Main & Wooster
(Next To The C.I.)
■»^^^^ * *~sy~sy~y,i~s i*~W~s*~^*~^~^*~s ^~s. ^"s.*"^y s.* y.»

they might have an answer.
Among them are Dr.
Roman Carek and Dr. Nancy
Wygant, student counselors,
who have some suggestions
especially for the befuddled
incoming freshman.
"The best study habits for
any student should include a
studying time schedule,"
stated Dr. Carek. "Specific
times should be set aside each
right for specific subjects."
"Studying is not just sitting
in a room and reading," he
added,
"reciting
and
reviewing are the best ways to
remember
any
course
material."
Dr. Wygant stated that in
college there is much less
explanation of how and what
to study by the prof, putting a
greater responsibility on the
student in preparation.
"This preparation can best
be aided by studying in one
room or location every day
and by making out a flexible
schedule to incorporate easy
and hard work weeks," she
said. "Anticipatingwhat the
professor might think is important material will also
help."
Dr. Carek suggested a
small plan for the best

UAO
BRIDGE LESSONS
Weds. 7:00-9:00p*
8 lessons

Stpt. 30 thu Nov. 18
$4.50

Instructor Mrs. W,E. Steidtmonn
Sign up now Union Activities
3rd Floor Union

retention of knowledge, called
"SQ triple R."
"S" is for surveying the
reading material, and getting
an idea of the main points.
"Q" stands for questioning:
what does the student want to
get out of the material? The
three "R'"s stand for reading,
reciting aloud, and reviewing
the information.
"This may take a little
more time," said Dr. Carek,
"but it will pay off in the
grades later on."
Paul M. Ward, a 3.4 point
average senior in accounting
at BGSU gave a student
viewpoint on proper study
habits.
"As a freshman I had no
trouble adjusting to the workload, though there was more
of it," said Paul. "My training
in high school helped me a lot
before I got here."
As a freshman Paul studied
mostly in the library. "More
than ever I learned how to
budget my time and always
found a quiet place to study,"
said Paul. He suggested the
upper floors of the library as a
place "least distracting".
"I studied more hours as a
freshman and sophomore but
now have branched into more
activities," said Paul. "My
grades stay up now, however,
because I learned how to study
more effectively than at first"
Paul feels that he put more
emphasis on getting good
grades earlier in college than
he does now, and now better
realizes the value of outside
interests.
"My junior year I
averaged from 25 to 30 hours
of study per week," Paul
added.
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BG Alma Mater product of change
The old...
Home of aspiring souls, our
college stands
On fertile plains where once
roamed Indian bands.
Where gorgeous sunsets tint the
bending sky.
Where pioneers strong in dust now
lie.
Keep high the flame enkindled at
their shrine,
Our hearts in beauty to entwine.
Sing we thy praise, our Alma
Mater true;
Anthems we raise, our pledge of
faith renew.
Thy Brown and Gold unfurling to
the sky
Flames forth thy name, thy fame
ne'er to die.
Hail! Bowling Green!. Thy sons
shall ever love thee.
Thy glory, hail! All honor to thee.
(Second verse added in 1954).

...and the new

Present song has 10 year tradition
It was ■ ituTtng tribute to
the colorful countryside and
history of the land of its
founding but the uneven meter
and the nine "Finland!*"
were destlnefl to bring it Into
disfavor.
It was Bowling Green's
first Alma Mater, cast aside
only ten years ago for the
present product of a five-year
contest in the University
community.
In the fall of 1954 the
Council on Student Affairs
made the first move to strike
down the traditional prayer of
BGSU.
The council, in a move
which must have taken great
courage at the time, suggested
to the then University
President Ralph W. McDonald
that'-whilewe feel that it (the

Alma Mater) should always
be honored and cherished as
somebf the traditions of the
University, reports and (reservations have indicated to
us
that
either
the
tune"Flinlandia" or the lyrics
present difficulties...when
groups of students or alumni
attemt to sing it, so that the
result does not always do
justice to the occasion or to the
out-pouring of sentiment felt
by the respective groups."
This conclusion was not
drawn lightly by the council
for it had spent much time
soliciting reports and opinions
from various campus groups,
including all sororities and
fraternities.
In addition to obtaining a
new Alma Mater, the council
asked that a second verse be

immediately added to the old
Alma Mater, which was done
that year.
For the new Alma Mater, it
was suggested that a contest
be promoted in such a manner
that talented students, present
and past faculty members,
and alumni everywhere will
be moved to express their love
and loyalty to the University
through this medium."
And what better way to
move people to express their
love for BGSU than to offer
money to the winning entrant,
the council decided.
And so, in January of 1955
President McDonald announced a five-year competition to secure a "more
stirring and appealing song as
the Alma Mater of Bowling
Green State University."

A winner was chosen each
year with the five winning
tunes and lyrics entered In the
final competition.
Each year a $100 prize was
awarded to the winning
composer and lyric writer,
The present Alma Mater
was composed and written by
Mrs. Herbert Bell. (Edith
Uidwig) who graduated from
the University In 1951 with a
BS. degree in Business Administration.
Records in the University
archives indicate that this
was the winning song of 1956.
On first ballot in 1960 to
determine the winner, the
current Alma Mater recleved
24 votes, the 1955 winner
received five votes and the old
Alma Mater received one
vote.

Alma Mafer hear us,
As we praise thy name
Make us worthy sons daughters
Adding to thy fame.
Time will treat you kindly
Years from now you'll be
Ever dearer in our hearts.
Our University.
To the campus scene.
Chimes ring out with gladness
For our dear Bowling Green.
When all is just a mem'ry
of the by-gone days,
Hear our hymn dear Alma Mater
As we praise thy name.

New assistant named
to development program
William E. Pitts has been
named assistant director of
the Student Development
Program at BGSU.
Pitts formerly served as a
team leader in a teacher corps
project for training urban
school teachers in the Hartford, Conn., area.
In his new position, he will

C\

.

assist Franklyn A. Jackson,
director fo the Student
Development Program, in
establishing counseling and
tutoring services for students
with academic problems.
The program is particularly concerned with
minority group students who
are trying to adjust to college
life.

HAS NEW AND USED TEXTS

WELCOME BACK!!
Stop In And Celebrate

PLUS:
* SCHOOL, ART,& ENGINEERING
SUPPLIES

Northgate--A Great place
to Unwind with your

* POSTCARDS & STATIONARY

favorite beverage

J * SWEATSHIRTS, T-SHIRTS &
JP^*|
JACKETS

NORTHGATE
RESTAURANT

* REFERENCE BOOKS
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NORTH DIXIE HIGHWAY
> BGSU SOUVENIRS

Groovy Gifts

AND SO MUCH MORE j

WE PAY CASH FOR GOOD USED BOOKS
EVERY DAY!

To Go
Easy On The $$$$

^^^"K*********,

Swiss Music Boxes

|THE

Museum Pieces
Books
Frames
Framed Pictures & Prints
Glassware & Pottery

STUDENT BOOK
EXCHANGE

OUR GUARANTEE:

v»

530E.WOOSTER

(DIAGONALLY .ACROSS FROM
FOUNDER S QUADRANGLE)

ANY REQUIRED TEXT PURCHASED AT THE SBX MAY BE RETURNEL
FOR A FULL REFUND WITHIN 10 DAYS FROM THE START OF
CLASSES I

Wine Decanters
Wedding, Birthday &
Anniversary Gifts
Hallmark Cards

Young's
GIFT & ART SHOP
156 North Main
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SEE YOU AT SBX 1
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as a student voices Ms opinion.

Committee chairman Gray listens...
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Lawmakers read the riot act
By Harold Brown
Issue Editor
Shortly after the close of
the spring quarter the 106th
Ohio General Assembly
passed what has been called
the toughest bill dealing with
campus disorders to date.
The bill provides that
anyone convicted of creating a

substantial risk of disrupting
the "orderly conduct of lawful
activities at college or
university" be suspended for
one year.
The conviction would be
the result of a special
suspension hearing presided
by a referee, conducted after
the Individuals arrest. The
referee will be an attorney

appointed by the university.
This law applies to
students, faculty and staff and
all employees of institutions
supported by the state of Ohio.
During the period of
suspension no grades, credit,
wages or degrees shall be paid
to any student, faculty or staff
member or employee.
Upon conviction of the

UAO CAMPUS SHOW CASE

$1.00
"BULLITT"
MAIN AUD.
Sun. Sept. 20th 3:00pm 8. 7:00pm
Mon. Sept. 21st 8:00pm 8. 10:00pm
Tues. Sept 22nd 7:00pm & 9:00pm

Reflections.
A new album
from The Lettcrmen.
Contains generous
helpings of past,
present, future;
well mixed and
gently stirring.

Ingredients:

individual the court is to notify
the institution who In turn will
notify the state Board of
Regents.
However, "If a final
Judicial determination results
In an acquittal or if the conviction is reversed on appeal
he shall be reinstated and the
college or university shall
expunge the record of his
dismissal from his college or
university records, and the
dismissal shall be deemed
never to have occured."
During the period of
suspension the person cannot
enter the premises of the
institution from which he has
been suspended without the
permission of the Board of
Trustees or the president qf
the university.
Also contained in the law is
a provision granting the Board
of Trustees or the President of
the college or university the
power to declare a state of
emergency "when there is a
dear and present danger of
disruption of the orderly
conduct of lawful activities
through riot, mob action or
other substantial disorder."
During a
state of
emergency the president or
the Board of Trustees may
limit access to the university,
impose a curfew, restrict the

right of assembly by groups of
more than five people, and
provide reasonable measures
to enforce these provisions.
In July a subcommittee of
the Ohio legislature headed by
Theodore M. Gray, president
pro4em of the Ohio Senate,
presided over hearings
probing the causes and
reactions to last springs
disorders.
University President Dr.
Hollis A. Moore Jr. told the
committee he hoped the
hearings would bring "effective legislature support for
higher education."
Dr. Moore cautioned the

lawmakers that attempts to
initiate enforcement
measures pose a serious
threat to the University.
"The activities of May
benefited the University as a
whole; Bowling Green had no
silent majority," Dr. Moore
said, adding that students and
faculty were engaged in
dialogue and firmly dedicated
to unity.
Dr. James Bond, vice
president of student affairs,
said the state anti-riot bill was
an after-the-fact legislation,
and warned the committee
that repressive legal action
would not stop "disaffection

TOLEDO
(AP)-A
policeman was shot to death at
point-blank range in his patrol
car yesterday and the slaying
touched off a six-hour seige by
police against snipers in a
building housing a Black
Panther headquarters.
One armed teenager was
critically wounded in the

ensuing exchange of gunfire
as he fled the building. Others
who fled fired on police from
nearby buildings.
One man was arrested
and charged with the
policeman's death.
Dead is
Patrolman
William Miscannon, patrolling
in a predominantly Negro
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inner city area.

Walter Shaw, his partner,
said a Negro man approached
their car said, "Hey baby, I've
got something for you," and
fired a pistol at the officers
head.
The attacker fled in a car.
Shaw was hospitalized in a
state of shock.
Shaw's call for aid
brought 30 policemen to the
area. Snipers fired as an
ambulance arrived for
Miscannon.
In the ensuing gunfire.

love
has.a
new ring
to it
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It's a love ring Because you arel
in love you'll want a ring thai
■aya love in every way. From
the exciting cut of its diamond
to the graceful elegance of its
tting Such a ring is a Love
Ring from ArtCarvtd. Do come
see our ArtCarved collection
toon.

It's new and at
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to the police. Gray explained.
"On the other hand, if a
normal citizen were to walk
downtown and throw a firebomb through the window of a
drugstore, he would be
arrested and put in Jail."
When asked about the use
of National Guard troops to
quell campus disorders Gray
said, "What else can we do?"
"When thousands of
students go on the rampage,
what other law enforcement
body do we have that is large
enough to protect the lives and
property of the private citizen
against a mob of such
enourmous size?" he said.

Toledo gunman shoots
policeman on patrol

Reflections
My Girl
Close To You
Touch Me
Up on the Roof
A Natural Man
Since You've Been Gone
Make It With You
The Sun Ain't Gonna
Shine Any More
Hey, Girl
love
i°>
happiness.

with the University."
Bowling Green's response
was that of "great concern
and frustration," he said.
"Students had the option to
blow the University apart, but
they chose not to.
After the hearings, Senator
Gray expressed his views on
unrest in our society.
"Citizens are upset at the
double standard with which
students and citizens are
treated," he said.
"For instance, if a student
were to throw a fire-bomb at a
building on
University
property, chances are that the
student would not be reported

1* COLONY HOUSED I
518 Woeeter St.
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Mills
Jewelry

several persons ran from the
Black Panther building and
fired at police from other
buildings in the block of small
businesses.
Police lobbed tear gas into
the headquarters building
before moving in to search the
premises.
They found the building
empty.
Officers identified the
wounded youth as Troy Montgomery, 16. They said he
came out of the building with a
rifle in his hand and ammunition slung over his
shoulder.
Police were uncertain how
many persons had been in the
building and fled during the
seige.
John Melvin McCellan
was arrested nearby shortly
afterwards and charged with
Miscannon's murder.

A column may
be entertaining. A
column may be
infomative.
A
column may be a
view of a political
event. Or a social
trend.
A column
may be in defense
or
support.
A
column is you.

Write a column
for the News. For
further
i nformation, see the
editorial page.
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Falcons face Big Blue
By Denny White
Sports Editor

GRINNING AND bearing his pushups while helping to
lead the Falcon squad through exercises is tri-captain and

All Mid American Conference defensive
Villapiano, of Oakhurst, N.J.

Frosh short on beef
but long on speed
ByVlnMannU
Sports Writer
Enjoying the grins some of
his 36 "grant-in-aiders" were
giving the camera man for
picture day, new freshman
football coach Ron Chismar
was initially impressed with
the potential of Bowling
Green's 1970 rookies.
"I gotta give the varsity
coaches credit, they got
practically everybody they
went after," said Chismar.
The ex-Canton McKinley
head coach pointed out that
most of the newest Falcons
are "skilled" meaning that
they are all ball handlers: running
backs,
receivers and quarterbacks."
"We did recruit some very
promising linemen," he said,
"but the varsity coaches felt
there were enough good young
ones to help on the varsity."
Chismar added that while
linemen may not have been

heavily recruited, there is a
need for them and that's
where he's counting on his
walk-ons.
"The freshmen that do
come out will get a good shot
at making the team,
especially the linemen," he
said.
"We've got a lot of fast
backs but we need more
linemen to shake them loose."
The
Bowling
Green
Rookies showed the head
coach some "excellent overall
speed" in running 40 yard
time trials Thursday as 14 of
the 36 gridders ran times
under: S.O.
"There probably would
have been more if we'd ran
them Monday but it poured,"
Chismar pointed out. "The
guys were sore and tight from
working out the past two days,
but their speed, generally
speaking, was great."
Even if Monday's rain held

PLAYFULLY CHINNING himself
between king-sized tackeles John
Czerwinski (75) and Tony Kijanko is Bill
Pittman, 5-8, 162 pound sophomore
flanker, one of the smallest players in
major college football.

up their time trials, Chismar
felt that it was also a blessing
in disguise.
"If we had been able to
work out Monday, we'd be
further along but we'd also be
working out with the varsity
now."
What that means is simply
that the freshmen would be
being chewed up as cannon
fodder for the varsity in their
preparations for today's
game.
This has been a customary
"role" for the freshmen, and
at times it is a costly one. For
instance, last season, a squad
of one hundred players at the
beginning of drills, shrank to
nearly 40 players by season's
end. Quitting the squad was a
factor, and injuries also took
its toll of key personnel.
"When you've got to send
22 guys over to the varsity
practice, and you haven't got
22 guys left to run your own
practice, that's a problem,"
said Chismar.
"You' ve got to have enough
players that you'll be able to
rotate them between the
varsity and freshmen practices," Chismar said.
Again this is where the
freshmen walk-ons are being
counted on, to add depth to the
.resent squad of 36.
With the varsity Falcons at
Utah State today, Chismar is
putting his freshmen through
a scrimmage, their first
contact work all week.
"I'm glad we have this
chance to practice ourselves
before we start working with
the varsity," he said. "This is
a good looking group we've
got, but I want to see who
looks best once the hitting
starts."
Chismar also looking for a
few surprises in this weeks
freshmen turnout, which will
hopefully be a big one, In heft
and numbers.

A walk-on with wings
When your twin brother is
6-2 and 220 and you are M and
162 pounds, you might just be
trying a little bit harder.
That's what sophomore Bill
Pittman is doing these days as
the smallest Falcon on the
varsity football team.
Pittman's twin brother,
Dave, also is busy with the
pigskin this fall.
He is
sophomore tackle at Iowa
State and is running on the
first team for the Cyclones.
Bowling Green Coach Don
Nehlen is already calling
Pittman his "secret weapon"
for the 1970 season.
"Bill came out for football
last spring as a walk-on
candidate," Nehlen revealed.
■But be was the surprise of
spring ball and he is probably
going to wind up somewhere in
lineup even if we get
1 for having 10 Vfc men
on thefieW."
Plttmanv is currently
working at bobvthe split end
and wing back posKioni for the

Falcons. He is also being
groomed for punt and kickoff
returns since he is the second
fastest player on the squad.
Pittman and his brother
played their high school
football at Struthers (near
Youngs town) where Dave won
All-Ohio recongnition and Bill
made the all-league team on a
M-l team. His senior year
included 40 pass receptions at
23 yards a catch and the team
leadership in punt and kickoff
returns.
The Pittman twins made
several trips to campuses
when recruiting time rolled
around.
Dave got the
scholarship and Bill decided
on Bowling Green. "I liked
the campus and just wanted to
come here," he said.
Pittman enrolled as a
freshman and decided to give
baseball a whirl in the fall. He
tried out for the Falcons and
lit .396 as a shortstop in Coach
Dick Young's instructional

But the football bug got in
his blood last winter. "I just
knew that I couldn't live with
myself until I tried varsity
ball at a big school. Call it
brotherly competition or just
internal pride, but I had to see
what I could do," he said.
With Bowling Green losing
both of its top-flight pass
receivers in Bob Zimpfer and
Fred Mathews, who caught
113 passes between them in
1969, Pittman could be the
answer to Nehlen's prayer.
"Right now, Bill is the
'Charley Hustle' of our squad.
He has been very impressive.
The only difference between
him and Zimpfer is experience
and about 100 catches," Indicated Nehlen.
Twenty pounds is another
difference between Pittman
and Zimpfer. But size has
never bothered Pittman even
when his twin brother is
concerned. "After all, I came
first," he said.

end

Phil

Fa/cons on an
While you're unpacking
your gear this afternoon, tune
in to the Bowling Green-Utah
State same at 3:30 (our time)

on: WFOB.Fostoria; WFRO,
Fremont: WAWR, Bowling
Green;
or
WBGU-FM,
Bowling Green.

Just as the freshmen do not
know much about Falcon
football, the Utah State grid
bunch must be nervous,
Imagining what they will be up
against in in Romney Stadium
at Logan, Utah this afternoon.
On the Falcon front, head
coach Don Nehlen and Squad
have observed movies of
Kansas State's 37-0 win over
Utah State last Saturday.
Another possible advantage might be the Big Blue
regarding Bowling Green as
"the calm between the storms'' (Kansas State and
Wyoming) but otherwise, the
Falcons 1970 opener figures to
be a toss up.
The 1969 opener ended in a
14-6 penalty mangled loss to
Utah State. "They're a better
team than a year ago," admitted Nehlen. They don't
have as many outstanding
players as a year ago, but they
have more quickness and put
it together better."
Though they were beaten
badly on the scoreboard last
week, USU harassed Kansas
State's publicized quarterback Lyn Dickey so much
that it was only 1M after three
periods, and also showed
Nehlen, "a heckuva team on
offensive."
Among the Big Blue's
phenomenal total of 29 junior
college transfers is probable
starting quarterback, Tony
Adams, formerly an AllSouthwest Conference freshman QB at the University of
Texas.
The Falcons will be
striking back with tri-captain
Vern Wireman calling signals
while approaching numerous
passing records in his third
year as starter. Wireman will
not be handing off to Julius
Uvas because the fleet
tailback will be here nursing
torn ligaments in his right

knee.
Jim Meeker will take his
place accompanied by Jerry
Fields or Ike Wright at
fullback and Gary Schaefer at
wing back.
Known for a sluggish so-so
running game the past few
years, Nehlen predicts, "We'll
be better this year because the
backs are stronger and more
experienced and the blocking
is better up front"
Lining up against the huge
USU defenders will probably
be Denny Maupin at center,
Bill Roeder and Co-captain
Dave Finley at the guards and
Tony Kijanko and veteran
Joe Shockles at the tackles.
Tom Lawrence Is back to start
again at tight end and handle
the punting duties.
Youth prevails at the split
end position with the starting
nod going to "compact" Hill
Pittman or Mark Beach. "I'll
bet you one thing, when Pittman catches it. they will have
trouble catching him,"
warned Nehlen about his 5-t,
162 pound sophomore.
Nehlen saw young players
all around him on the plane
yesterday, and admitted that
"our biggest concern is first
game litters."

At the same time, the third
year coach stressed that his
team "is really looking forward to a challenge and are so
sick of hitting their buddies in
practice."
One Falcon who never gets
sick of hitting is tri-captain
and All-MAC end Phil
Villapiano who will be leading
the defensive charge. Down
the line will be Jack
McKenzie, Larran Meador
and FerdieStockard.
Rich Duetemeyer succeeds
current New York Giant, Joe
Green, at middle guard and
second team all-MAC selection
Bob Simmons, heads the
linebacking corps with Tom
Merlitti.
Rounding out the defensive
alignment will probably be
Bill Deming and Howard
Porter at the halfbacks, place
kicker Art Curtis at monster
back and senior Larry Kelly »t
safety.
Coach Nehlen argued that
it is about time Bowling Green
started winning the big non
league games and the one
pointers and he could not think
of a better time than this afternoon (kick-off, 3:30 BG
time).

Harriers look even better
By Denny White
Sports Editor
The enviable situation of
having every runner return
from a league championship
squad has happened to cross
country and back coach Mel

Brodt. The Falcon harriers
are loaded, and reinforced
with one of the most
distinguished freshman
groups ever.
Pacemakers Sid Sink (twotime Ail-American) and Dave
Wottle (All-Amerlcan miler)

Hockey players to unite
There may be no ice in the
rink now, but there will be a
hockey meeting In Room 202
Memorial Hall, Thursday,
Sept. 24 at 7:30 p.m. Anyone
interested in playing the sport
is invited plus the returning
members of last year's club.
Coach Jack Vivian is
awaiting the arrival of about
20 incoming freshmen he has
recruited, but he is not lacking

Baseball practice
starts Wednesday
"Grounds for a championship season will be laid
with the first varsity baseball
meeting of the year Wednesday September 23 at 6 p.m.
in the Ice Arena lounge."
That is the catchy invitation
sent from head coach Dick
Young to all candidates for the
1971 varsity deamond squad.
The meeting is a prelude to
the start of fall practice,
which for the second year in a
row will be'organized as an
instructional league comprised of four teams, yet to be
named, and having 24 games
apiece.
Young is expecting at least
60 freshmen to start practicing Wednesday, including
eight men who played in the
Ohio high school all-star
game.
They are: catcher
Gary Turner, pitchers Bob
Bland, Jim Fisher, Jerry May
and Rick Richman, shortstops
Mark Aprile and Bob Komar
and outfielder Mike Wood.
Tim Pettorini was the only
freshman to break the starting
line-up last season while Dave
Meites, Jeff Lessig and Rick
Krauss saw limited action.
Graduation hit the infield
and pitching staff hard with
the brilliant couble play
combination of All-District
Four second baseman John
Knoz and co-captain shortstop
Mil Karnehm leaving the
biggest gap.

veterans, since raucous Rick
Allen was the only player
graduated. The leading goalgetter, Owen Freeman, was
dismissed for academic
reasons and Rick Thompson
moved up to the Minnesota
North Stars' camp.
In its brief existence as an
intercollegiate sport here,
hockey has attracted big and
boisterous crowds and been
highly successful recordwise.
Falcon icers experienced a
rugged initiation into NCAA
hockey with a 13-12-5 record
last year, including five
overtime games, all ending in
draws.
Vivian expects to have the
best team, on paper, he has
ever had, but the schedule is
the same story. From the
opener against Western Ontario here, Nov. 13, to the
finale against St. Louis
University, March 8, there
will be no letup in top-notch
competition.

already led the squad In a
three mile time trial last
Wednesday.
Sophomores
Terry Elliott and Steve
Danforth and Juniors Rich
Breeze, Dave Olson and Jim
Ferstle shared the glory of the
six-mile triumph here, over
the other five MAC teams.
Among the incoming freshmen are Rick Schnittker, who
brings the fastest clocking
(4:18.1) in the mile a rookie
harrier has ever had at
Bowling Green and Tom
McCullough of Richmond
Heights, a 1:56.1 half-miler.
Also getting familiar with the
Oat terrain are Glen Bowen of
Niagara Falls, Craig MacDonald of Setauket, N.Y. and
Jim Spiers of Fairview Park.
Though Danforth and
Elliott contributed immensely
to BG's great season as freshmen, Brodt is still against the
freshman eligibility rule
passed last year.
"You lose too many of the
young ones when they lose
Interest
and
become
discouraged, having to
compete against older, experienced distance runners
constantly," said Brodt.
The season opens today at
Mt Pleasant, Mich, in a
triangular meet with Wayne
State and Central Michigan, a
pair BG whipped 15-49 and 1550 a year ago.

QUARTERBACK PROSPECTS? No, just
the Falcon coaching staff, who are all lettermen, so to speak, except freshman coach
Ron Chismar (standing). Head coach Don
Nehlen, fidgeting (2nd from left), is flanked by
defensive coordinator Jim Ruehl (far left),

PENSIVE AND looking ahead this past
week at practices was tri-captain and
strong-armed
quarterback
Vern
Wireman who well remembers being
stuck several times in the 1969 opener by
some giants in Utah State uniforms.

Booters tangle with 'biggies'
By Denny White
Sports Editor
The soccer team will be the
last faU sport to start their
schedule, but they may need
to be in mid-season form, with
Dayton as the first foe next
Saturday. Dayton, Kent State
and Akron were the only
teams to beat Bowling Green
in their 7-3 season last year,
and that is the top of the
batting order in the scheduling
this faD.
Coach Mickey Cochrane,
whodoubles as lacrosse coach
in the spring, has a good crew
returning but several valuable
players have left Bowling
Green.
One exception is last year's
cocaptain and goalie Gary

Kovacs, who graduated but
accepted
an
assistant
coaching post. The two
primary
Jobs
facing
Cochrane, are to bring along
either Tri-captain Al Sandberg or John Essig as Kovacs'
successor, and to find a
scoring replacement for Jim
Brewer (7 goals, 5 assists).
A pair of freshmen that
figure to push veterans for a
starting position are Dave
Kamienski and Kip Jordon,
both from up-state New York.
Experienced players like
Howard Siegel, Don Gable, Ed
Marsman, Norm Dykes, and
Joe Costa will also be scattered on the field trying to lead
the BG booters to a third
straight league title.

defensive end and tackly coach Tom Kisselle,
offensive line coach Elliott Uzelac pass offense coordinator Carlos Jackson, offensive
backfield coach Bob Dudley and defensive
backfeild coach Jack Harbaugh.
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FOR THE WEEK OF SEPT. 21-27
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•OWIINO OMCEN «TATE UNIVERSITY EVENTS AND INFORMATION FO* FACULTY. STAF*. STUDENTS

THE WHAT? The Green Sheet. Distributed each Monday
in the BG News boxes, it's a weekly publication that
provides students, faculty and staff with a comprehensive listing of campus events, the placement
interview schedule, WBGU-FM and Channel 70 highlights,
additions to the telephone directory and special
announcements.
WHY NOT use The Green Sheet to announce your
organization or department events each week.
Announcements must be in our office no later than
noon each Tuesday to be included in the calendar
covering the following week's events, Monday
through Sunday. Submit your notices to Teri Sharp,
Green Sheet Editor, in care of the University
News Service, 806 Administration Building.

CALENDAR OF EVENTS

MONDAY, SEPT. 21

All day

NEW STUDENT ORIENTATION

All day

SORORITY RUSH
First rush parties for upperclassmen.

9 a.m.-U p.m.

U.A.O. CONTACT BRIDGE LESSONS
Registration for fall quarter, now
until Sept. 30. Classes open to
students and their husbands or
wives. Fee: $U.50 for eight lessons.
Union Activities Office, University Union.

3:30-6 p.m.

IANHELLENIC COUNCIL MEETING
Alumni Room, University Union.

1

MONDAY. SEPT.

21 fcont)

7 p.m.

PRESIDENT'S CONVOCATION
For freshmen in orientation groups C—L, only.
Grand Ballroom, University Union.

7:30 p.m.

CURLING
Meeting
curling
Lounge,

8 p.m.

U.A.O. CAMPUS SHOWCASE
"Bullit," starring Steve McQueen
Admission $1, for students, faculty and staff.
Main Auditorium, University Hall.

8:30 p.m.

PRESIDENT'S CONVOCATION
For freshmen in orientation groups A-F, only.
Grand Ballroom, University Union.

10 p.m.

U.A.O. CAMPUS SHOWCASE
"Bullitt," admission $1.
Main Auditorium, University Hall.

TUESDAY, SEPT

CLUB SKIPS MEETING
for anyone interested in entering a
team for the season.
Ice Arena.

22

All day

SORORITY RUSH
Upperclassmen first parties.

1-3 p.m.

SORORITY RUSH
Freshmen and transfer rushees sign up for Semi-Theme
Parties.
Second Floor, Student Services Building.

2-5 p.m.

INTERNATIONAL PROGRAM MEETING
Alumni Room, University Union.

7 p.m.

U.A.O. CAMPUS SHOWCASE
"Bullitt," admission $1.
Main Auditorium, University Hall.

9 p.m.

POPULAR CONCERT FOR FRESHMEN
Singing duo Brewer and Shipley.
Admission free.
Memorial Hall.

9 p.m.

U.A.O. CAMPUS SHOWCASE
"Bullit," admission $1.
Main Auditorium, University Hall.

WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 23

FIRST DAY OF CLASSES
-2-

•

»

THURSDAY, SEPT. 24

1-3:30 p.m.

SORORITY RUSH
Uppercla8s rushees sign up for Semi-Theme Parties.
Second Floor, Student Services Building.

2-U p.m.

SOCIOLOGY GRADUATE STUDENT TEA & GET TOGETHER
Alumni Room, University Union.

3-5 p-m.

3:U5-5:15 p.m.

U p.m.

6:15-7:30 p.m.

••LUTHERAN STUDENT ASSOCIATION COFFEE HOUR
Coffee and conversation.
Faculty Lounge, University Union.
WOMEN'S FIELD HOCKEY CLUB PRACTICE
All University women interested in playing field
hockey, intramurally on one of three teams to
represent Bowling Green in interccholastic play,
should attend this first practice session
sponsored by the Women'3 Intramural Association.
Pratice Fields behind the Women's PE Building.
••BIOLOGY DEPARTMENT LECTURE
Dr. N. K. Gupta, professor of zoology at the
University of Punjab, Chandigarh, India, will
give a lecture entitled, "Some Parasitotogical
Problems of India."
115 Life Science Building.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE TESTIMONY MEETING
Prout Chapel.

FRIDAY, SEPT. 25

6 p.m.

SORORITY SEMI-THEME PARTIES
For both freshmen and upperclassmen registered
in sorority rush.

6 p.m.

U.A.O. CAMPUS MOVIE
"April Fools," starring Jack Lemmon.
Admission free to faculty, staff and students with
University ID's; guests 25*.
Main Auditorium, University Hall.

8 p.m.

FREDDY FALCON REVIEW
Freshmen mixer.
Grand Ballroom, University Union.

8 p.m.

U.A.O. CAMPUS MOVIE
"The Detective," starring Frank Sinatra and Lee Remick.
Admission free to faculty, staff and students with
University ID's; guests 25*.
Main Auditorium, University Hall.
-3-

SATURDAY, SEPT. 26
1:30 p.m.

FALCON FOOTBALL
BGSU meets the University of Dayton.
University Stadium.

6 p.m.

U.A.0.CAMPUS MOVIE
"The Detective"
Main Auditorium, University Hall.

8 p.m.

U.A.O. CAMPUS MOVIE
"April Fools"
Main Auditorium, University Hall.

10 p.m.

U.A.O. CAMPUS MOVIE
"The Detective"
Main Auditorium, University Hall.

SUNDAY, SEPT. 27
8:1*5 a.m.

LUTHERAN WORSHIP FOR STUDENTS
St. Mark's Lutheran Church.

10 a.m.

RELIGIOUS DISCUSSION CLASS
Sponsored by the Lutheran Student Association.
St. Mark'8 Lutheran Church.

11 a.m.

LUTHERAN WORSHIP FOR STUDENTS
St. Mark's Lutheran Church

1:30 p.m.

CAMPUS BRIDGE CLUB
First duplicate bridge match of the fall quarter.
Any experienced bridge player may come, either
with or without a partner.
Admission 50i.
Ohio Suite, University Union.

7 p.m.

OMEGA PHI ALPHA CHAPTER MEETING
Alumni Room, University Union.

8:15 p.m.

••FACULTY CONCERT SERIES
Vernon Wolcott will give an organ recital featuring
music by Bach, Scheldt, and Mendelssohn.
Recital Auditorium, Music Hall.

Channel 70 Program Highlights

Monday, Sept. 21
5:30
9:00

Tuesday, Sept. 22
9:00

Wednesday, Sept. 23
7:00
8:30
Thursday, Sept. 24
8:30

Friday, Sept. 25
8:00

Sunday, Sept. 27.
5:00
10:00

70 Report (dally)
NET JOURNAL-KADDISH~The drcmatic odyssey of a man
searching for a friend in Israel with whom he survived
his detention in a German concentration camo.
NET FESTIVAL—"Beethoven, the Emperor"
Johannsen performs Beethoven's 'Emperor
Erich Leinsdorf and the Boston Symphony
is seen in an Informal session, playing
built in 1804.

Pianist Grant
Concerto' with
Orchestra and
a Broadwood piano

FIRING LINE—with William Buckley
AN EVENING AT POPS—The New York Rock and Roll Ensemble
are tonight's guests.
NET PLAYHOUSE—Talking to a Stranger—This John Hopkins
quartet of dramas nominated for an Emmy in 1967 oortrays
a family's tragic weekend, each play depicting it through
a different person's eyes.
BLACK JOURNAL—Tonight the Journal travels to Ethiopia
for origins of black history and takes a look in the U.S.
at The Rev. Martin L. King Institute of Black Studies
and the life of Malcolm X.
BGSU-DAYTON FOOTBALL
EVENING AT P0PS~01d Timer Night at the Pops

wbaj-fm 88.1
MONDAY, SEPT. 21-FRIDAY, SEPT. 25
3-5 p.m.

AFTERNOON JAZZ
The best of contemporary jazz.

5:30 p.m.

THE NEWS

SATURDAY, SEPT. 26
1:20 p.m.

PRE-GAME FALCON FOOTBALL

1:30 p.m.

FALCON FOOTBALL
BGSU meets the University of Dayton

7:15 p.m.

ALL THAT JAZZ
Old and new Jazz reflecting the big band era.

SUNDAY, SEPT. 27
Noon

DRAMA WHEEL
"Agamemmon," the first play of the trilogy, "The Orestra"
by Aeschylus. The classical Greek tragedy will be aired
in its complete form.

8 p.m.

DRAMA WHEEL
The remaining plays of "The Orestra" by Aeschylus.
"The Choephore," and "The Eumenides."

e .

Announcements

COMTACT BRIDGE CLASSES—Registration for fall quarter birdge lessons
is open now through Sept. 30 (unless the class is filled earlier).
The lessons, open to students and their husbands or wives, are held
every Wednesday evening 7-9 p.m., Sept. 30 through Nov. 18 in the
Wayne Room at the University Union. The $U.50 fee for the series
includes lectures, supervised play, lesson sheets and prizes. Those
on the waiting list should check with the Union Activities Office
at once to hold their place. Others may call the U.A.O. office
372-23'«3 to make reservations.
LIBRARY HOURS—The University Library will be open from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Sept. 21-22. Beginning Sept. 23 it will be open weekdays from 8 a.m. to
midnight, Saturday's from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., and Sunday's 1 p.m. to midnight.
CURLING CLUB SKIPS MEETING~The Bowling Green Curling Club invites
anyone wishing to enter a curling team for the season to attend a
meeting, Monday Sept. 21 at 7:30 p.m. in the Lounge at the Ice Arena.

Telephone Directory Supplement

Industrial Education Department

372-2U36

. . >

